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ABSTRACT 
An fMRI Study of Proneness to Overeating: Effects of Hunger Status, Food Stimuli, and Level of 
Restraint 
Maria C. Coletta, M.S. 
Michael R. Lowe, Ph.D. 
 
Eating regulation research has shown that normal weight restrained eaters eat more following a 
preload than they do in the absence of a preload, a paradoxical result termed “counterregulatory 
eating.”  Research has indicated that the overeating tendencies in restrained eaters are not due to 
dieting behavior. Using fMRI, a pilot study found interesting differences in the brain activation of 
normal weight restrained eaters compared to unrestrained eaters in response to highly palatable 
food stimuli in both a fasted and fed state. The current study aimed to replicate the findings of the 
preliminary study with a larger number of subjects. We investigated brain activation of normal 
weight restrained (N = 9) and unrestrained eaters (N = 10) when in a fasted and fed state and 
when viewing pictures of highly and moderately palatable food. Unrestrained eaters showed 
bilateral activation to high palatability food stimuli when fasted, in areas associated with hunger, 
memory, and motivation. In the same state restrained showed activation only in the right 
cerebellum, which has previously been implicated in low-level processing of appetitive stimuli. 
While viewing high palatability foods in a fed state, restrained eaters showed activation again in 
the right cerebellum, as well as the left orbitofrontal cortex, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and left 
insular cortex. The left orbitofrontal and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices have been implicated in 
goal oriented planning, expectation of reward, and goal defined behavior. The insular cortex has 
been shown in previous research to play a role in food craving and desire. Activation for 
unrestrained eaters when fed was found in areas related to satiation and memory. These findings 
support the findings in the preliminary study and provide new insight into the mechanism 
underlying counterregulatory eating in restrained eaters.  Both studies suggest that normal weight 
restrained and unrestrained eaters may show different eating regulation patterns because 
restrained eaters are less hungry than unrestrained eaters when fasted and find palatable food 
more appealing than unrestrained eaters when fed.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 Obesity has become a serious problem, second only to tobacco use as a cause of 
morbidity and early death in the United States (Calle, Thun, Petrelli, Rodriguez & Heath, 1999; 
Mokdad, Marks, Stroup, & Gerberding, 2004). Among adults aged 20 to 74, obesity rates have 
nearly doubled from approximately 15% to 27% over the past two decades (Flegal et. al., 2002, 
Hedley et al., 2004). Increases in obesity are occurring in both genders, in all ethnic and racial 
groups, and in all age groups. This increase is alarming because obesity is a risk factor for a 
number of serious medical conditions, such as stroke, hypertension, cardiovascular disease, 
diabetes, and certain cancers (Calle et al., 1999; Manson et al., 1990). Current treatments of 
obesity typically produce clinically significant weight loss initially, but nearly all weight lost is 
regained within five years (Foster, Wadden, Kendall, Stunkard, Platte & Vogt, 1998; Jeffery et 
al., 2000).  
 The fact that obesity is a continually increasing problem, combined with the lack of 
effective treatments in maintaining weight loss, suggests that resources would be better spent on 
prevention than on treatment. Animal research has demonstrated that the longer an obese state 
exists, the harder it becomes to reverse it. Indeed, it appears that being overweight is one of the 
factors that keeps people overweight (Rodin, 1981). Substantial evidence for the preventability of 
obesity comes from the successful management of childhood obesity. Researchers have shown 
that early intervention with overweight children significantly reduces the number of children who 
carry their excess weight into adulthood (Epstein, Valoski, Wing & McCurley, 1994). As a result, 
the National Task Force on Prevention and Treatment of Obesity has recommended increased 
research to identify those individuals who are at risk for developing obesity (Towards prevention, 
1994). If a clearer understanding of the mechanisms behind obesity and the eating behaviors 
associated with weight gain can be identified, both more effective weight maintenance and 
obesity prevention programs may be developed.  
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 Many researchers have tried to explain why some people gain weight while others are 
able to maintain a normal weight. In the following section, several of the most influential theories 
of obesity will be outlined. Of particular importance to the current study is restraint theory. 
Restraint theory posits that eating patterns are influenced by the balance between physiological 
factors prompting the desire for food and cognitively mediated efforts to resist that desire (i.e. 
restraint). Restraint can be both quantitative (amount of food) and qualitative (type of food). The 
Restraint Scale (RS) was developed to measure different levels of restraint. Using the RS, it was 
found that some normal weight individuals score high in restraint. In laboratory studies, normal 
weight restrained individuals show counterregulatory eating, a potentially problematic eating 
behavior which consists of eating more food following a preloaded meal than with no preload.  
As will be discussed in the sections below, further research began to suggest that there 
were similarities between normal weight individuals high in restraint and obese individuals. 
Indeed, restraint has been shown to be a strong predictor of future weight gain. Thus, normal 
weight restrained eaters may represent a particularly important at risk population to which weight 
gain prevention efforts should be geared. However, restraint theory’s explanation for problematic 
appetitive and behavioral patterns exhibited by restrained eaters is flawed. Critiques of restraint 
theory are discussed in more detail below. Given the problems that cognitive accounts of restraint 
related effects have encountered, a preliminary study used fMRI to investigate neurobiological 
characteristics that may help account for problematic eating patterns associated with restrained 
eating. Results from this study suggests that normal weight restrained eaters are qualitatively 
different than their unrestrained counterparts, in particular when they are fed and viewing highly 
palatable foods. Results and implications from the preliminary study are addressed below.  
Early Obesity Theories 
 Psychological researches have tried to identify possible psychological causes of obesity. 
The recent increase in obesity appears to be due to a combination of increased energy intake and 
decreased energy expenditure. In an effort to explain the obesity epidemic, most psychological 
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theories have focused on decreased energy expenditure. A main cause of obesity appears to be a 
sustained positive energy balance to a complex interaction of genes, physiology, behavior, and 
environment. However, the sustained positive energy balance can theoretically be the result of 
energy intake that is too high, energy expenditure that is too low, or both. Evidence also suggests 
that resting metabolic abnormalities in energy expenditure play a relatively small role in 
accounting for chronic energy balance. Thus, energy intake that is greater than current energy 
needs appears to represent the more influential source of weight gain. Therefore, it is important to 
review what psychology has done to date to try to understand the source of greater energy intake 
in obese persons, and possible reasons for why some people become obese while others do not. 
 In the late 1960s, Schachter and Nisbett attempted to describe how and why the eating 
patterns of obese individuals differ from those of normal weight individuals through the “internal-
external” theory of obesity (Schachter, 1968; Nisbett, 1968). Schachter (1968) proposed that 
eating behavior of normal weight individuals was primarily controlled by internal cues (feelings 
of hunger and fullness) while the eating behavior of obese individuals was primarily controlled by 
external cues (sight, smell, and taste of food) (Ruderman, 1986). In general, it was thought that 
obese persons were more responsive to salient and compelling environmental cues than normal 
weight individuals and were relatively less sensitive to internally-based cues (e.g., hunger 
sensations) compared to normal weight individuals. There were several studies that supported 
Schachter’s theory (Schachter & Rodin, 1974; Goldman & Gordon, 1968). In 1972, Nisbett 
expanded on Schachter’s view using a “set point” model of obesity to explain the external 
responsiveness of obese versus normal weight individuals. Nisbett (1972) suggested that obese 
individuals have higher than average set points, or biologically determined appropriate weights. 
Many overweight individuals try to suppress their weight below their set points, resulting in a 
state of chronic hunger that accounts for differences in internal/external responsiveness in obese 
and normal weight individuals. In support of this hypothesis, Nisbett reviewed parallels between 
obese individuals and starving organisms. Nisbett’s model differed from Schachter’s in that it 
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explained differences in internal and external responsiveness as a consequence of obesity rather 
than as a cause (Lowe, 2003). 
Rodin (1981) reviewed Schachter and Nisbett’s theories of obesity, stating that there are 
multiple causes of obesity, consisting of an interaction of multiple levels of metabolic and 
behavioral characteristics. Therefore, a simplistic explanation of obesity and the differences 
between obese and normal weight individuals, such as that of the internal-external hypothesis 
provided by Schachter, is misleading. In addition, many experiments have failed to show that 
overweight individuals are more responsive to external, environmental cues than normal weight 
individuals. In other words, it has been demonstrated that not all overweight individuals are 
externally responsive and not all normal weight individuals are more sensitive to internally-based 
cues. While Schachter’s theory proved too simplistic to account for the processes underlying 
eating behavior, Nisbett’s theory proved difficult to test. Nisbett’s theory that chronic deprivation 
produces responsiveness to external food cues has not been replicated. In subsequent studies, 
results showed that subjects did not significantly increase their responsiveness to environmental 
cues after weight loss, as Nisbett’s hypothesis would require (Rodin, 1981). 
Restraint Theory 
The attention that Nisbett’s theories drew to the role of dieting in determining eating 
patterns helped drive the development of the construct of restraint, developed by Herman and 
Mack (1975) and elaborated on by Herman and Polivy in the early 1980s (Ruderman, 1986). 
Restraint is based on the idea that dieting is a key factor in food regulation. Herman and Polivy 
(1984) said that eating patterns are influenced by the balance between physiological factors 
prompting the desire for food and cognitively mediated efforts to resist that desire (restraint). It is, 
therefore, conscious restraint that may be the critical correlate of externality, rather than obesity 
or deprivation. This means that there can be externally responsive individuals in all weight 
categories (Rodin, 1981).  
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 Two hypotheses have been developed regarding restraint. The first is that the self-control 
(dieting behavior) of restrained eaters is periodically interrupted by events that disrupt dietary 
self-control (such as eating “forbidden food” or being emotionally stressed). In other words, the 
idea is that restrained eaters engage in a conscious attempt to control the amount of food 
consumed as a form of dieting, but that this dieting is susceptible to disruption by a variety of 
environmental stimuli. The second hypothesis is that differences in the level of restraint are 
responsible for obese-normal differences. Herman and Polivy developed the Restraint Scale to 
measure the different levels. Using the Restraint Scale, it was demonstrated that normal weight 
restrained eaters showed behavioral patterns similar to those found in overweight individuals 
(Herman & Polivy, 1980). In addition, studies on restraint suggest that certain experimental 
manipulations can increase food intake in high-restraint subjects (Ruderman, 1986). 
 In a classic study by Herman and Mack (1975), restrained eaters, whether normal weight 
or obese, increased ice-cream consumption following a high-calorie milkshake preload, while 
unrestrained eaters decreased their ice-cream consumption following the preload. In this study, 
subjects were given zero, one, or two milkshakes and instructed to eat all of it and then to taste 
ice cream, which they could eat as much of as they “needed” to rate the taste. Unrestrained eaters, 
or what Herman and Polivy term “nondieters,” ate less ice cream with increasing amounts of a 
preload. Restrained eaters increased the amount of ice cream as the size of the preload increased. 
They termed this effect counterregulation. Herman and Polivy interpreted the restrained eaters 
eating regulation behavior as a cognitive process. One notion behind restraint theory is that 
restrained eaters have an all-or-nothing approach to eating regulation and dieting and once their 
perceived self-control is disrupted, they engage is “disinhibited” eating. Further support for this is 
that when subjects were told the food was high calorie (regardless of whether or not it was) they 
increased consumption. When told it was low-calorie (even if it was not) they did not tend to 
overindulge. Thus, the idea is that it is the dieters’ belief about the caloric value of the preload 
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rather than the actual caloric value that leads to counterregulation. In addition, similar results 
have been found when stress was used in place of the milkshake (Herman & Polivy, 1980).  
 In an attempt to explain the paradoxical findings in preload studies looking at restrained 
eaters (or “dieters”), Herman and Polivy followed up on their restraint theory with the boundary 
model of eating regulation. This model is based on the premise that “normal” eating is driven 
primarily by physiological hunger (which instigates eating) and satiety (which terminates it). In 
between those boundaries is the zone of biological indifference. Dieters could be characterized as 
having a lower hunger boundary and a higher satiety boundary. For the nondieter, in the absence 
of a preload they are nearer to the hunger boundary, and would therefore eat until they became 
close to the satiety boundary. But after a preload, the nondieter is already closer to the satiety 
boundary and therefore eats less food. The dieter; however, has a self-imposed diet boundary that 
is well below the proposed satiety boundary. A larger preload would cause the dieter to pass that 
self imposed boundary, thereby unleashing “all or none” thinking and additional food 
consumption until the restrained eater’s elevated satiety boundary is reached. The 
counterregulatory eating studies using the preload paradigm have been replicated many times, 
contributing to the belief that normal weight individuals scoring high in restraint are vulnerable to 
overeating in certain instances. These studies supported the theory that restrained eating is the 
primary cause of differences in internal/external responsiveness to the food environment found in 
past research showing obese-normal differences in externality (Herman and Polivy, 1975). 
Following the initial studies showing counterregulatory eating, restraint then became 
thought of as a model of the process believed to be responsible for binge eating. Polivy and 
Herman (1985) have argued that dieting causes binge eating, and that the counterregulatory eating 
exhibited by restrained eaters in laboratory studies is an analogue of the process that produces 
clinically significant binge eating in both eating disordered and obese individuals (Polivy and 
Herman, 1985). However, they do note that the extent of overeating in normal weight restrained 
eaters in the laboratory studies tends to be less extreme than is the case in clinical binge eating. 
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All binge eaters, whether normal weight restrained eaters, eating disordered, or obese, have a 
strong history of dieting according to Herman and Polivy. Like the cognitive beliefs exhibited by 
restrained eaters in preload studies, Herman and Polivy suggest that cognitive influences are the 
most important determinants of intake for binge eating; i.e. the all-or-nothing approach described 
above. In support of their theory that dieting creates a risk for binge eating, Herman and Polivy 
direct readers to a well-known study by Keys and his colleagues (1950), where they induced 
starvation in normal weight volunteers by sharply restricting calories until the men experienced 
an average weight loss of 25% of their starting weights. When food was later made available in 
unlimited quantities, these volunteers tended to engage in binge eating. Some participants 
continued to binge even after returning to their original body weight. They did not have binging 
tendencies prior to the diet. In addition, studies have found that college students scoring high on 
the Restraint Scale also report greater binge eating tendencies than do unrestrained eaters 
(Hawkins & Clement, 1980).  
In further support of the concept of restraint, LeGoff and Spigelman (1987) compared the 
salivation of normal weight and overweight individuals. They divided each weight group into 
restrained eaters and non-restrained eaters and tested the groups’ salivary response. They found 
that the restrained eaters, whether normal weight or overweight, salivated at a greater extent 
compared to non-restrained eaters. This provided further evidence that restraint, rather than body 
weight, determines how much individuals salivate to food cues, and also that restraint may 
produce effects opposite to those sought by dieters. A study on chronic dieting, by Drewnowski, 
Kurth, Holden-Wiltse, and Saari (1992), measured taste preferences for foods varying in fat and 
sugar content. They found that overweight individuals who have frequent weight fluctuations due 
to frequent dieting preferred sweet, high fat foods more that overweight individuals who do not 
frequently diet. This suggests that chronic dieting may have produced appetitive responses, which 
could make successful weight control more difficult.  
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Critiques of Restraint Theory 
Although a considerable amount of research has supported restraint theory, an increasing 
number of studies have challenged its ideas. Restraint theory assumes that restraint and dieting 
are functionally equivalent. Restraint theory’s hypothesis that chronic dieting creates a risk for 
overeating has not been supported by several studies on weight cycling, which have found no 
relationship between repeated cycles of weight loss and regain and overeating problems (Foster et 
al., 1996; Wing, 1992). In addition, while large amounts of rapid weight loss can evoke 
overeating, there is now substantial evidence that the more moderate type of dieting commonly 
exhibited by restrained eaters does not cause overeating (Lowe, 1993; Rotenberg & Flood, 2000; 
Ward & Mann, 2000). Lowe, Whitlow, and Bellwoar (1991) found that 1) most restrained eaters 
are not actually dieting to lose weight and 2) restrained eaters who were not currently dieting 
overate after eating a preload of a forbidden food, but restrained eaters who were dieting reduced 
their intake following a preload. Looking specifically at bulimic pathology, Presnell and Stice 
(2003) found, contrary to the restraint model, that weight loss dieting reduced rather than 
increased bulimic symptoms. Participants in the low-calorie diet condition engaged in binge 
eating and purging behaviors significantly less than those in the control condition. The above 
studies suggest that restraint theory’s explanation for overeating is flawed. However, if dieting is 
not the cause of disinhibited eating in restrained eaters, than an explanation for such eating is still 
needed. 
Are Normal Weight Restrained Eaters Obesity-prone? 
While restraint theory’s explanation for the problematic appetitive and behavioral patters 
is flawed, it remains relatively well accepted that there is a group of individuals in the normal 
weight range who score high on restraint and tend to engage in certain problematic eating 
behaviors. In addition, research has shown that restrained normal weight and obese individuals 
are similar on certain dimensions (Herman & Polivy, 1975; Herman & Polivy, 1980). Studies 
using the Restraint Scale and other measures of dietary restraint have found that these measures 
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prospectively predict weight gain rather than weight loss (French, Jeffery, & Wing, 1994; Stice, 
Cameron, Killen, Hayward, & Taylor, 1999). In addition, among normal weight individuals, 
restrained eaters have been found to have higher relative weights than unrestrained eaters and also 
have a greater history of being overweight (Lowe, 1984).  
One possible explanation for the eating behavior of normal weight restrained individuals 
is that restraint is a proxy of obesity-proneness for these individuals. Therefore, restraint may 
reflect efforts to prevent weight gain more than attempts to lose weight. If this were the case, one 
would expect restrained eaters to have physiological characteristics that predispose them to 
weight gain. In fact, this does appear to be the case (for full review see Lowe & Kral, 2005). 
Some evidence indicates that the resting metabolic rate of restrained eaters is lower than 
unrestrained eaters. In addition, other studies have shown increased levels of fasting plasma 
triglycerides, elevated free fatty acids, reduced levels of leptin, reduced fasting insulin levels, and 
increased levels of cephalic phase insulin release in restrained eaters compared to unrestrained 
eaters. These are all considered metabolic predictors for weight gain (Lowe & Kral, 2005). 
Restrained eaters have also been found to salivate more than unrestrained eaters when in the 
presence of high-calorie food cues (Polivy & Herman, 1985). Thus, individuals high in restraint 
may be trying to prevent the weight gain to which they are predisposed. 
One theory of why restrained normal weight eaters appear to resemble obese individuals 
can be extracted from the early development of restraint theory. Nisbett (1968) suggested that 
obese individuals may be “underweight” with respect to their biologically determined set-point, 
thus contributing to greater external responsiveness to food cues and subsequent attempts to 
restrict food intake. Herman and Polivy (1975) then suggested that some normal weight 
individuals (“restrained eaters”) are also presumably well below their set-point, thus behaving in 
the same manner as Nisbett’s obese subjects. Restraint theory posits that any weight gain 
experienced by normal weight restrained eaters is secondary to dieting, thus obese individuals are 
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heavier than restrained normal weight individuals simply because they have had more failed 
attempts at dieting (Hibscher & Herman, 1977).  
However, a number of studies found that the similarities previously identified between 
normal weight restrained eaters and obese individuals do not always hold up (Ruderman, 1986; 
Lowe, 1993). A review of restraint research suggests that when overweight and normal weight 
individuals are matched on restraint scores, the overweight individuals consistently behave in a 
“less restrained” manner (Ruderman, 1986) (i.e. do not engage in behaviors characteristic of 
normal weight restrained eaters (counterregulation)). One theory for the mixed findings is that it 
is not chronic dieting but instead overeating tendencies that underlie the similarities between 
restrained normal weight and obese individuals. As was noted, restraint has been used as a model 
for binge eating development (Herman & Polivy, 1985). In addition, it has been hypothesized that 
restraint in normal weight individuals may be analogous to the binge eating tendencies in 
overweight individuals (McCann, Perri, Nezu, & Lowe, 1992). McCann and colleagues (1992) 
did a study examining the relation of binge eating status to eating regulation in obese women. The 
authors’ rationale for looking at binge eating was based on the assumption in restraint theory that 
a history of repeated dieting and overeating creates a vulnerability to counterregulatory eating. By 
definition binge eaters have a history of overeating; in addition there is evidence that suggests 
they have a greater history of engaging in diets. Therefore, if frequency of dieting and overeating 
is a marker of vulnerability to overeating, then obese binge eaters should be more vulnerable to 
counterregulatory eating than obese nonbinge eaters. McCann et al. tested this idea among 72 
obese women seeking weight loss treatment. The basic milkshake preload paradigm was used and 
binge eating status was defined with the Binge Eating Scale, a self-report measure assessing 
severity of binge eating problems. They found that binge eating tendencies were related to 
counterregulatory eating in obese individuals. In addition, binge status moderated the effect of 
preloads on eating. In other words, the greater a subject’s binge eating tendencies, the greater her 
level of food intake following a fattening preload (i.e., counterregulation). This study supports the 
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notion that binge eating in obese individuals is analogous to counterregulatory eating in normal 
weight restrained eaters. Other parallels exist between the construct of restrained eating and binge 
eating behavior. For instance, both restrained eating (Lowe and Kral, 2005) and binge eating 
tendencies (Stice, 2001) have been shown to prospectively predict weight gain. Normal weight 
restrained eaters and obese binge eaters have been shown to be more externally responsive to 
food stimuli and emotional stimuli (Womble et al., 2001; Chua, Touyz, & Hill; 2004). In 
addition, high levels of negative affect are associated with obese binge eaters compared to obese 
non-binge eaters, which is also true with normal weight restrained eaters compared to their 
unrestrained counterparts (Womble et al., 2001; Silva et al., 2002). Normal weight restrained 
eaters, therefore, offer a potentially important population to direct weight gain prevention efforts 
at, as they are shown to be at risk for weight gain and possibly binge eating.    
Summary of Obesity Theories 
It appears that individual differences found in restrained eating are somehow related to 
body weight, restrained eating, and problems with overeating. Rodin (1981) asserted that, based 
on restraint theory, external responsiveness is the primary mechanism that leads to restraint in 
some individuals and to overeating in others. There can be externally responsive individuals in all 
weight categories, as the data has shown. Rodin pointed out that the concept of restraint should be 
viewed not as a mechanism leading to overweight, but rather as a descriptive term of eating 
behavior. To summarize, there have been several different ways of conceptualizing how to best 
explain individual differences in eating behavior, including the theories described by Schachter, 
Nisbett, and Herman and Polivy. Restraint theory has been extensively studied and tested, and it 
is now generally acknowledged that dieting is not a plausible cause of overeating and obesity. 
Therefore, new explanations of possible causes of excessive intake that contribute to obesity are 
needed. It is possible that Schachter and Nisbett were on the correct path but were mistaken in 
using comparisons of normal weight and overweight individuals on measures of externality to 
evaluate their theories.   
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Neuroimaging Research  
Behavioral research has long been trying to identify differences between normal weight 
and obese individuals in order to effectively develop both treatment and prevention programs. 
While many studies have found differences in normal weight and obese individuals (Rodin, 1981; 
Herman & Polivy, 1975), approximately an equal number have not (Rodin, 1981). There are 
some individuals in the normal weight range that appear to resemble some obese individuals 
behaviorally. This suggests that those normal weight individuals may be prone to weight gain, as 
well as binge eating. Given that behavioral research has had so many mixed findings in 
attempting to explain why some people become overweight and others do not, another strategy 
for understanding the nature of vulnerability to overeating tendencies and weight gain is 
neuroimaging of relevant brain areas. While this research is relatively new, initial findings from 
the literature suggest powerful and consistent obese/normal differences in areas of the brain 
associated with appetite using a variety of neuroimaging techniques, with participants tested in 
both food deprived and food replete states. Although the explanation for why differences are 
more consistently found in the brain than in behavior remains unclear, one reason may be due to 
the fact that brain processes may reflect more dispositional characteristics (i.e., relatively 
invariant over time) than behavior (which may be much more subjective to momentary and 
situational influences). Therefore, extending the analysis of restraint related eating behavior as a 
model of obesity to brain processes may help resolve issues left unresolved when analysis is 
based only on behavioral studies.  
The current study used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to identify the 
areas of the brain thought to be involved in appetite and food intake. Neuroimaging studies have 
used a variety of techniques and, therefore, the findings across studies cannot always be 
compared. FMRI and positron emission tomography (PET), both functional neuroimaging 
methods, measure brain activity indirectly with the idea that when a region of the brain increases 
activity, both blood flow and oxygen content of the blood in that region increase. Therefore, it is 
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possible to compare the findings across the two methods (Buckner & Logan, 2001). Past studies 
using either fMRI or PET are more specifically examined here. Studies using other types of 
techniques will also be examined, in less detail.  
Volkow et al. (2002) used PET to examine the effect of food stimulation, without 
consumption, on food-deprived subjects. All subjects were considered “healthy” (N=10). Food-
deprived subjects were studied while stimulated with either a neutral or a food-related stimulus 
that they had previously reported as one of their favorites. Subjects were tested after a 16-20 hour 
fast, and were pretreated with methylphenidate (MP), a drug that blocks dopamine transport, to 
amplify any changes in dopamine receptor availability. Subjects were scanned four times under 
the following conditions: neutral stimulation (describe in detail family genealogy) preceded by 
oral placebo, neutral stimulation preceded by oral MP, food stimulation (smell food and taste it 
with cotton swab placed on tongue) preceded by oral placebo, and food stimulation preceded by 
oral MP. Results showed a significant increase in dopamine in the dorsal striatum and increases in 
self-reported “desire for food” only in the condition of food stimulation preceded by oral MP. 
Correlation analyses showed a significant association between changes in dopamine receptor 
availability in the dorsal striatum and self-reports of “hunger” and “desire for food” for the 
food/oral MP condition. These results suggest that the dorsal stratium plays a role in food 
motivation in humans.  
Del Parigi et al. (2002) also used PET imaging to see if there are selective differences in 
the brain response to a meal between obese and lean subjects. Subjects were tested after a 36-hour 
fast and again after a liquid meal intended to induce satiation. They found that obese individuals 
responded to satiation with greater activation of the prefrontal cortex and greater deactivation of 
some of the limbic/paralimbic areas compared to lean subjects, indicating that obesity may be 
associated with abnormal neuronal activity in certain regions of the brain, some of which may 
have a role in the pathophysiology of the disease. Although Del Parigi et al (2002) note that the 
explanation for the greater activation of the prefrontal areas in obese compared to lean subjects 
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remains unclear, one possible explanation for these findings may be that the hunger centers in the 
brain that the prefrontal cortex tries to inhibit are not as receptive to the signals in obese 
individuals, causing the prefrontal cortex to send out more signals. The authors speculate that 
greater deactivation of the limbic/paralimbic areas may be associated with an inhibition of satiety.  
Gautier et al. (2000, 2001) studied obese/lean men and women separately using PET. 
Specifically, they looked at subjects’ response to a liquid meal following a 36-hour fast. Subjects 
were scanned twice, once at baseline and once following the delivery of the liquid meal 
(delivered through a peristaltic pump over 25 minutes). Subjective ratings of hunger and satiation 
were taken after each scan. Like Del Parigi et al. (2002), Gautier et al. also found that obese 
individuals (both males and females) respond to satiation with greater activation of the prefrontal 
cortex and greater deactivation of some of the limbic/paralimbic areas compared to normal 
weight subjects, when separately comparing obese/lean men and obese/lean women. They also 
note that the explanation for greater activation in the prefrontal areas remains unclear, but 
postulate that the activation of the prefrontal cortex in response to a meal is an important 
component of the central response aimed at termination of the feeding episode. Therefore, if the 
prefrontal cortex has efferent inhibitory connections to the limbic/paralimbic areas, the prefrontal 
cortex exerts its inhibiting effect on feeding behavior by suppressing the neuronal activity of 
these structures. If the prefrontal cortex requires greater activation, and the limbic/paralimbic 
areas require greater deactivation, in obese individuals compared to lean individuals in response 
to satiation, this may suggest that there is a delay in obese individuals’ response to satiation. 
Gautier et al. (2001) additionally reported greater satiation-induced deactivation in the vicinity of 
the amygdala and nucleus accumbens in obese women. The nucleus accumbens is part of the 
dopaminergic system, associated with pleasure and reward. The amygdala has been shown to be 
activated in response to aversive gustatory or olfactory stimulation. Although the authors do not 
speculate on the meaning of this finding, it may signify that obese women find a given level of 
food intake to be less rewarding than normal weight women do, possibly increasing the 
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motivation to continue eating when normal weight women have stopped. In addition, obese 
women may continue to find the smell of food appealing following satiation, when normal weight 
women do not.  
Kringelbach et al. (2003) used an fMRI approach to test whether there is a correlation 
between the activation of the orbitofrontal cortex, an area of the brain associated with reward, and 
the subjective pleasantness reported by participants when a liquid food is consumed to satiety. 
Participants were 10 healthy males, with an average BMI of 28.5. Subjects came in after a 6-hour 
fast and were placed in the fMRI scanner and scanned while being presented with each of the two 
liquid food stimuli (chocolate milk and tomato juice), as well as a tasteless control. Tastes were 
delivered to the subject through three different polythene tubes that were held between the 
subjects’ lips. Each subject tasted all three liquids 16 times, in a block design, in which they were 
asked to roll the stimulus around on their tongue and then were cued to swallow it after 10 
seconds. In addition, at three points during the scan, there was a 16 second period following the 
presentation of each stimulus during which no taste was delivered. During this time, subjects gave 
pleasantness ratings of the preceding liquid stimulus on a visual rating scale ranging from 
+2(very pleasant) to –2(very unpleasant). During the first phase (pre-satiation), subjects gave 
seven sets of pleasantness ratings: three before going into the scanner, three taken inside the 
scanner, and one taken just prior to feeding. During the post-satiation phase, a total of five 
pleasantness ratings were given: one before going into the scanner, three inside the scanner, and 
one after being scanned. Therefore, a total of 12 sets of pleasantness ratings were taken 
throughout the experiment.  
After subjects were taken out of the scanner, they were given either tomato juice or 
chocolate milk, which they were asked to drink as much of as they could until they did not want 
anymore. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the two liquid lunches. Once subjects were 
fed to satiety, they were placed back in the scanner and the initial procedure was repeated. Results 
were determined by analyzing whether changes in BOLD signal in any region of the orbitofrontal 
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cortex were correlated with changes in subjective pleasantness of the liquid food stimuli 
following satiety. A significant correlation was found between the activation of the orbitofrontal 
cortex and the decrease in subjective pleasantness from pre- to post-satiety when a liquid food is 
eaten to satiety. Correlations were achieved by correlating the values of the BOLD signal in 
different voxels with the ratings of pleasantness of the liquid foods taken at corresponding times. 
To perform the correlation analysis, the pleasantness ratings were interpolated across the whole 
time series and used as regressors in a general linear model fitted to the changes in BOLD signal 
in each voxel. By doing this, any changes in BOLD signal in a brain area (such as orbitofrontal 
cortex) could be correlated with changes in pleasantness ratings. The pleasantness of the liquid 
food not consumed did not show a decrease from pre- to post-satiety. In addition, an area of the 
orbitofrontal cortex showed a decrease in activation specific to the particular liquid food 
consumed but showed no decrease for the liquid food not consumed to satiety. This implies that 
satiety is specific to the type of food consumed, which has been shown in prior research. Sensory-
specific satiety refers to the idea that even after a certain food is fed to satiety, humans and 
animals find other foods rewarding and will still eat some of those other foods. Sensory-specific 
satiety effects are strongest when using very different foods, such as tomato juice (savory) and 
chocolate milk (sweet). This study provides a neural correlate of sensory-specific satiety to a 
liquid food in humans and reinforces the idea that the orbitofrontal cortex is an important brain 
area to study in the analysis of individual differences in eating behavior (Kringelbach et al., 
2003).  
Several other studies note the involvement of the orbitofrontal cortex in response to food 
stimuli (Kringelbach, 2004; Rolls, 2004; Small, Zatorre, Dagher, Evans & Jones-Gotman, 2001). 
Kringelbach (2004) reported that many neuroimaging studies have identified the orbitofrontal 
cortex as the “strongest candidate for linking food and other kinds of reward to hedonic 
experience” (pp. 807). An overview by Rolls (2004) reports that the orbitofrontal cortex contains 
the secondary taste cortex, in which the reward value of taste is represented. In addition, the 
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orbitofrontal cortex receives information about the sight of objects from the temporal lobe visual 
areas, and then with that information associates the visual stimulus as a primary reinforcer or not. 
Further studies reported that part of the orbitofrontal cortex is concerned with representing the 
positively affective aspects of somatosensory stimuli. Thus the affectively positive emotional 
responses produced by primary reinforcers appear to be represented in the human orbitofrontal 
cortex (Rolls, 2004).  
Another area closely linked to the orbitofrontal cortex that is implicated in food reward or 
expectancy is the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Studies in nonhuman primates have found that 
neurons located in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex show responses related to food reward or 
expectancy (Watanabe, 1996, 2002). Additionally, researchers have suggested that the 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is implicated in the guidance of complex goal-directed behavior 
(Price, 1999) and anticipation of reward and monitoring of behavioral consequences (Watanabe, 
1996). Studies less consistently show activation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex compared to 
the orbitofrontal cortex, but the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex has been shown in studies using 
pictures of high palatability foods (Killgore et al., 2003). This study looked not at obese-normal 
weight differences in response to food, but individual differences in response to palatability using 
fMRI. Killgore et al. (2003) studied 13 normal weight women’s’ response to color photographs of 
high-calorie, low-calorie foods and nonedible dining utensils. Subjects were not instructed to fast 
prior to the scanning. The utensil stimuli yielded activation in lateral visual processing areas. 
They found that high calorie foods yielded significant activation in the medial and dorsolateral 
prefrontal cortex, the thalamus, hypothalamus, corpus collosum, and cerebellum. Low-calorie 
foods yielded smaller regions of activation, in areas like the medial orbitofrontal cortex, superior, 
middle and medial temporal regions, and areas associated with the primary gustatory cortex 
(superior and transverse temporal gyri, somatosensory cortex). Relative to low-calorie foods, 
high-calorie pictures yielded greater BOLD signal change in medial and dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex and greater bilateral activation within the thalamus. High-calorie foods overall yielded 
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greater BOLD signal change in areas involved with emotion, motivation, response selection, and 
behavioral regulation. These results suggest that high-calorie foods are perceived as more 
rewarding and reinforcing which, in an environment that has an abundant supply of high-calorie 
foods, may partly contribute to the obesity epidemic. 
Matsuda et al. (1999) used fMRI to monitor hypothalamic function after oral glucose 
intake in 10 lean and 10 obese subjects. All subjects were tested after an overnight fast (12 
hours). They found that after glucose ingestion, both lean and obese subjects showed a consistent 
and significant inhibition of the BOLD signal in the lower posterior and upper anterior areas of 
the hypothalamus, corresponding to the ventromedial and paraventricular nuclei of the 
hypothalamus respectively. Studies have shown that the ventromedial hypothalamus (VMN), also 
known as the satiety center, is involved in the regulation of energy intake and feeding behavior 
(Matsuda et al., 1999). The paraventricular nucleus (PVN) has been proposed as the appetite 
control center and may play an important role in the integration of neuronal and hormonal signals 
that control food intake. The investigators found a significant difference in the inhibited BOLD 
response between the lean and obese groups in the lower posterior hypothalamus after glucose 
injection. The magnitude of the response was weaker and the time taken to reach the maximum 
inhibitory response was delayed in obese subjects. In addition, a significant delay in the time 
taken to reach maximum inhibitory response was also found in the upper anterior hypothalamus 
in the obese subjects. The above areas of the hypothalamus play an important role in the 
regulation of glucose homeostasis. Matsuda et al. (1999) reported that the impaired fMRI 
responses in obese subjects suggests that impaired hypothalamic function contributes or is a 
consequence of the development of insulin resistance, impaired glucose homeostasis, and weight 
gain in overweight individuals.  
James, Guo, and Liu (2001) also did an fMRI study comparing obese and lean subjects 
and the hypothalamic regulation of satiety. They looked at the ventromedial nucleus of the 
hypothalamus and found that the VMN response to glucose ingestion was not only weaker but 
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also significantly delayed in obese individuals, suggesting that a delay or inability to reach satiety 
could promote overeating and thus lead to obesity. Finally, Liu and Gold (2003) did an fMRI 
study where subjects underwent a lengthy continuous functional scan to determine where and 
when there are brain responses following oral glucose injection. They found that the 
hypothalamic response as a whole to glucose injection was weaker and delayed in obese 
individuals. Liu and Gold postulate that a delay or inability to reach satiety in obese individuals 
could affect obesity and further weight gain, in that obese individuals cannot abstain from food. 
Eating until full becomes difficult if the time from meal start until the recognition of satiation is 
delayed. 
O’Doherty and colleagues (2002) used fMRI to measure brain activity in subjects 
exposed to one of three random visual stimuli, each of which consistently predicted the 
subsequent delivery of either a moderately pleasant sweet taste, a moderately unpleasant salty 
taste, or a neutral solution. Dopaminergic areas, like the midbrain, amygdala, and ventral striatum 
showed higher activity in anticipation versus receipt of actual reward. This is in line with the 
central role of dopamine in mediating anticipation of rewarding stimuli (Tataranni & DelParigi, 
2003). It also indicates that visual cues can acquire through learning the tendency to produce 
activation similar to the primary reinforcer they are associated with.  
Other studies using different types of neuroimaging techniques have found differences in 
brain activation in obese and normal weight women. Karhunen et al. (2000) compared obese 
binge-eating individuals to obese non-binge eaters and normal weight non-binge eaters using 
single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). Participants were tested in a fasted state 
only and exposed to a meal that was placed on a table in front of the subject. In addition, feelings 
of hunger and desire to eat were taken three times during the food-exposure phase: just before 
being exposed to food, directly following the injection of the tracer and exposure to food, and at 
the end of the food exposure phase. They found that exposure to food elicited different changes in 
regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in obese binge eating women than in obese or normal weight 
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non-binge eating women. This is seen particularly in the frontal and pre-frontal regions of the left 
hemisphere, showing greater increases in blood flow due to exposure to food. In addition, 
correlational analyses showed that increases in the feelings of hunger during the food exposure 
(from beginning of food exposure period to the end) were associated with higher rCBF in the left 
frontal and pre-frontal cortices. This suggests that the left hemisphere, and its frontal and 
prefrontal cortices, is associated with the regulation and reward of eating behavior. Reward 
expectancy related to, for example, the presentation of food, has been shown to be processed in 
the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Watanabe, 1996).  
Additionally, there is some evidence showing that normal cerebral asymmetry may be 
altered in eating disorder patients. In some studies, bulimic subjects have shown greater left than 
right hemispheric asymmetry in the frontal cortical regions (Wu et al., 1990; Andreason et al., 
1992). Karhunen et al. (2000) suggest that the balance of cerebral hemisphere activity may play a 
role in binge eating behavior in humans, although it may also depend on the individual’s eating 
state (anorexic or binge eating phase). The investigators further postulate that the observed 
changes in rCBF of the frontal and pre-frontal regions in binge eating subjects due to food 
exposure could be associated with the cognitive functions related to eating, possibly related to a 
binge eaters’ preoccupation with food and eating. The frontal lobe has been shown to be the 
cerebral region influenced by cognitive functions related to eating (Nozoe et al., 1995).  
The role of the brain, particularly the hypothalamus, in the regulation of body weight is 
well established in animals (Levin & Routh, 1996). Recent neuroimaging studies on humans, 
such as the ones mentioned above, have examined differences in certain areas of the brain, such 
as the prefrontal cortex, the orbitofrontal cortex, the limbic and paralimbic areas, and the parieto-
temporal cortex, in obese and normal weight individuals. These studies have as a goal to better 
understand why some people gain weight while others do not and to identify the neuronal 
network that plays a role in controlling human feeding behavior (Gautier et al., 2000; James et al., 
2001). Both fMRI and PET studies, described above, have shown that in obese individuals the 
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decrease in hypothalamic activity following a meal is significantly reduced compared with 
normal weight individuals. Studies have also shown that the brain response to the ingestion of a 
meal in normal weight individuals suggests the presence of an orexigenic domain (mainly in 
limbic and paralimbic areas, including orbitofrontal and insular cortices, anterior cingulate, and 
hypothalamic region) and of a satiation domain, almost exclusively represented by prefrontal 
areas. In addition, it has often been suggested that control of energy homeostasis is inherently 
biased toward weight gain by way of more robust responses to energy restriction than to energy 
surpluses. Thus, most studies show activation of a much larger number of brain areas in response 
to hunger than in response to satiation (Tataranni & DelParigi, 2003). 
As can be seen, many studies have found differences in the neuroanatomical correlates of 
a meal between obese and normal weight individuals. However, it is not known if these 
differences are a cause of obesity, a consequence of obesity, or a consequence of some unknown 
third variable. In order to begin to shed light on this question, DelParigi and colleagues (2004) 
studied neural responses to a meal in obese, normal weight (lean), and post-obese (lean) 
individuals using PET. Post-obese subjects were characterized as those who had achieved weight 
loss necessary to change their BMI from 35 to at least 25 kg/m2 and had been weight stable for at 
least 3 months. Prior to the imaging procedure, subjects fasted for 36h. They were then tested in 
response to tasting and then ingesting a satiating meal. DelParigi et al. found that abnormal 
responses to tasting a meal found in obese compared to lean subjects in the middle insular cortex 
and hippocampus persisted in post-obese subjects. After administering the satiating meal, the 
posterior hippocampus continued to show functional similarities in obese and post-obese subjects. 
Obese compared to lean subjects (both never obese and post-obese) showed differences in the 
posterior cingulate cortex and amygdala. This suggests that these two areas, which show 
significant differences in response to a meal between the obese and post-obese individuals, appear 
to be reversible with weight loss. The authors suggest that the abnormalities in the insula and 
hippocampus in response to food may be involved in the pathophysiology of obesity. However, it 
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is still not possible to determine whether these are nonreversible changes caused by the prior 
excessive weight or neural markers that represent an increased risk of obesity.  
These differences provide potentially valuable information on satiation and hunger 
responses in obese individuals compared to normal weight individuals. Obesity may be associated 
with differential activation of some of these areas of the brain. It needs to be noted, however, that 
this literature is relatively scarce and many more studies need to be done in order to clearly 
pinpoint the way the brain is involved in eating and weight. In addition, no fMRI studies 
published to date have taken into account the fact that behavior research has shown that some 
normal weight individuals may more closely resemble obese individuals (particularly obese binge 
eaters). More knowledge about these brain differences may hold considerable promise for the 
development of more effective weight gain prevention programs. 
Preliminary Study 
The design for the current study was based on a pilot study completed in June 2005 
examining brain activation in restrained and unrestrained eaters using fMRI. As was noted, 
restraint has been used as a model of eating dysregulation, particularly in normal weight 
individuals who are susceptible to counterregulatory eating. Given the problems that cognitive 
accounts of restraint related effects have encountered, it may be fruitful to investigate the 
underpinnings of these effects using the relatively new methodology of neuroimaging. This 
preliminary study may begin to shed light on the source of differences in eating regulation and 
weight control between restrained and unrestrained eaters. Given that fairly consistent differences 
in eating regulation have been found between restrained and unrestrained eaters in preload 
studies, the preliminary study attempted to manipulate variables similar to those used in preload 
studies that could be studied within a neuroimaging framework.  The purpose of the study was to 
identify areas of the brain activated when participants are in both a fasted and sated state (similar 
to no preload and preload state, respectively) and when exposed to neutral, non-food stimuli, 
medium palatable food stimuli or high palatable food stimuli (with the high palatability pictures 
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paralleling ice cream consumption). The independent variables (subject group, hunger state and 
type of stimuli) were tested for their effects on different brain areas. The dependent variable was 
the fMRI BOLD (blood oxygen level dependent) signal response. Subject groups consisted of 3 
normal weight unrestrained females, 3 normal weight restrained females, and 2 overweight 
restrained females. However, the overweight group will not be discussed here because the two 
participants varied widely in age and BMI. 
The main hypotheses were based specifically on behavioral research exposing restrained 
and unrestrained eaters to the preload paradigm. It was hypothesized that the normal weight 
restrained eaters would be more responsive to food following a meal (and unrestrained will be 
less responsive after the meal and more responsive prior to the meal). Specifically, unrestrained 
eaters were predicted to show greater activation in response to food stimuli in the fasted state, in 
areas associated with hunger, whereas this activation was expected to decrease and be associated 
with satiety areas in the fed state. Restrained eaters; however, were expected to show more 
activation in the fed state and activation would continue to be in areas associated with reward 
even after being given a meal. Although paradoxical, behavioral research has shown that normal 
weight restrained eaters eat more after a preload than with no preload. It was also of interest to 
see if palatability levels (highly or moderately palatable) would affect results, however no 
specific a priori hypotheses were made.  
 Three unrestrained and three restrained women matched on BMI (M = 21 kg/m2) 
volunteered to participate in this study. Level of restraint was determined by total score on the 
Restraint Scale (RS). This scale was used because although the RS is criticized on a number of 
areas (Stice et al., 2004; Lowe, 2003) it nonetheless has shown the most consistent results in 
predicting preload-induced overeating. Women more than 10 lbs. below their highest weight were 
excluded to ensure that any results found were not due to prior weight loss. Women currently on a 
diet and those with a current eating disorder or history of an eating disorder (including binge 
eating) were also excluded.  
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 An event-related design was used (TR=4). One hundred and twenty-six slice whole brain 
volumes were collected by a Siemens Magnetom Vision 1.5 Tesla scanner with echoplanar 
capability (25mT/m, rapid switching gradients). There were three stimulus image conditions: high 
palatability food, moderate palatability food, and a neutral condition that consisted of nonfood 
objects. Food stimuli had been previously identified as palatable. All stimuli were delivered using 
Neurobehavioral Systems Presentation (www.neurobs.com). Images were delivered through MRI 
compatible stimulus delivery system that consisted of goggles (Resonance Technology, Inc.). 
Participants were scanned twice, once in a fasted state and then again 30 minutes after being 
given a standard 500-calorie nutritional supplement. Verbal and pictorial measures of hunger 
were given to confirm that participants feel less hungry and more full after the meal than before. 
Each scan lasted 15 minutes. The post-acquisition preprocessing and statistical analysis was 
performed using SPM2 (Statistical Parametric Mapping, Wellcome Department of Cognitive 
Neurology, University College of London, UK), run under the Matlab® (The Mathworks, Inc., 
Natick, MA) environment. All data are reported at a significance level of p <. 001 (uncorrected) 
and minimal spatial extent of 8 contiguous voxels.  
 Because of space considerations, only the most salient results will be summarized here 
(see Appendix A for results reported in tables and figures). Subtraction analyses were used to 
determine residual activation for particular conditions in all results reported below (for example, 
activation to high minus moderate palatability food stimuli; activation of restrained minus 
unrestrained eaters). Unrestrained eaters showed widespread bilateral activation to high 
palatability food stimuli in a fasted state, in areas associated with hunger and expectation of 
reward (i.e. medial frontal lobe, fusiform gyrus) (Killgore et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2004; Rolls, 
2004; Watanabe, 1996). In contrast, restrained eaters yielded no activation in the fasted state that 
survived statistical threshold (see Appendix A, figure 1). However, in a fed state comparing high 
minus moderate palatability food stimuli, restrained eaters showed activation in the left 
hemisphere orbitofrontal frontal cortex and temporal lobe (left medial frontal gyrus, left middle 
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temporal gyrus, left inferior frontal gyrus, and left middle frontal gyrus). These areas in the 
orbitofrontal cortex have been previously associated with the expectation of reward and hedonic 
experience (Rolls, 2004; Kringelbach, 2004). Activation for unrestrained eaters decreased in a fed 
state and was found in areas shown to be activated at the termination of a meal (cingulate gyrus; 
Appendix A, figure 2) (Tataranni & DelParigi, 2003).  
 It was hypothesized initially that the restrained group would have greater activation in 
response to food stimuli compared to the unrestrained group in a fed state. However, the left 
hemisphere asymmetry in the restrained eaters in a fed state was not expected. A post-hoc 
analysis looking at restrained eaters’ activation in response to moderate palatability stimuli (with 
response to neutral stimuli subtracted out) in a fed state indicated that the left asymmetry was 
specific to high palatability stimuli only. In fact, in response to moderate palatability stimuli, 
areas of activation for restrained eaters when fed were in areas associated with satiation (right 
precentral gyrus, right caudate; Appendix A, figure 3) (Tataranni & DelParigi, 2003).  
Overall, the results suggest that normal weight restrained women clearly differ from 
unrestrained women matched on BMI, and, in line with predictions, this difference is most 
notable when subjects were in a satiated state. These findings parallel findings in the behavioral 
literature on restrained eaters and counterregulatory eating and suggest that restrained eaters eat 
more than unrestrained eaters following a high-calorie preload because they, unlike unrestrained 
eaters, continue to find highly palatable foods appealing. However, the counterregulatory eating 
studies’ results suggest that restrained eaters eat relatively little in a no preload condition because 
their self-imposed “diet boundary” remained intact, and more in the preload condition because 
this boundary had been crossed and their conscious restriction undermined. Results from this 
study suggest that palatable food might actually look better to retrained eaters when they have 
recently eaten. In the natural environment, this tendency could partially underlie their propensity 
toward weight gain.  
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This study had several limitations. The most notable limitation is the low sample size. 
Although neuroimaging studies typically have smaller sample sizes, a larger sample would lead to 
better understanding and confidence in the findings. This is particularly important when 
interpreting group differences, which should be interpreted with caution because of the low group 
sample size. The small sample size limits the generalizability of the results; however, the 
statistical significance of the results within the preliminary study is clear despite the low number 
of subjects. It is imperative to replicate these results to determine their generalizability and to 
increase confidence in group differences. Another limitation is that the study included only 
women. Studies have suggested that there may be sex difference in the responses of the brain to 
hunger and satiety (DelParigi et al., 2002). Future studies need to examine sex difference in brain 
responses to food stimuli and whether these responses vary over the menstrual cycle in women. 
Lastly, there was no control group included in the study, which is a potential problem because in 
the fed state participants may be aware that pictures of food are coming or anticipate what 
pictures to expect, which might affect the areas activated. An appropriate control group might be 
one that did not view any images in the scanner or only viewed the neutral images. 
Asymmetry Research  
The preliminary study described above found interesting hemispheric asymmetry in 
restrained eaters, a result that was not expected. In particular, a shift from right to left hemisphere 
dominance in restrained eaters occurred in a fed state, when viewing highly palatable food stimuli 
only. What this suggests is that being exposed to high palatability food following a meal produces 
a reaction in normal weight restrained women that differs from unrestrained eaters’. As was noted 
earlier, areas of the brain activated by highly palatable food stimuli have been found to be more 
associated with “reward” (Kringelbach, 2004; Killgore et al., 2003). In an effort to identify the 
implications for the hemispheric shift in restrained eaters, a review of EEG asymmetry literature 
was conducted. Although comparisons made between the EEG literature and the hemispheric 
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asymmetry findings in the preliminary study remain speculative at this point, the results indicate 
that this is a fruitful and interesting area to continue to explore.  
Many studies conducted by Richard Davidson and colleagues have examined EEG 
asymmetries and how they relate to affective style. These studies organize information into two 
large emotional systems, termed the approach system and the withdrawal system. The approach 
system has been described as a facilitator of appetitive behavior and is generally associated with 
positive affect related to the pursuit and attainment of goals. The withdrawal system is associated 
with retreat from perceived danger or threats and is associated more with negative affect 
(Davidson, 2004; Silva et al., 2002). The right prefrontal cortex has been implicated in the 
withdrawal system and the left prefrontal cortex in the approach system. Typically, studies have 
focused on the idea of affect and prefrontal asymmetry. 
Only one study was located that examined the brain activity of restrained eaters using the 
Herman and Polivy restraint scale. This study used EEG (Silva et al., 2002) and examined 55 
female normal weight restrained and normal weight unrestrained participants. Participants took 
part in two identical sessions, 6 weeks apart. They completed eight one-minute resting trials of 
EEG, four with their eyes open and four with them closed in a counterbalanced order. The authors 
found that restrained eaters, relative to unrestrained eaters, showed greater right than left 
prefrontal activation (or right-sided prefrontal asymmetry). Self-report questionnaires assessing 
mood states at each session indicated that the results were not produced by variations in levels of 
anxiety or depression at the time of EEG recordings. This study suggests that at a baseline state, 
restrained eaters’ affective style is consistent with motivational predispositions oriented toward 
withdrawal more than by approach system. While results from the above preliminary study found 
that in a fed state restrained eaters had greater left asymmetry, which is opposite to the finding of 
Silva and colleagues (2002), an analysis of neutral vs. high in a fasted state yielded right 
hemisphere activation. These findings more closely resemble Silva and colleagues findings, in 
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that restrained eaters appeared to have greater right hemisphere activation in response to neutral 
stimuli.  
To summarize, Silva and colleagues (2002) suggested that restrained eaters have greater 
baseline right hemisphere asymmetry. In the preliminary study above, restrained eaters showed 
greater left prefrontal activation when viewing high palatability food stimuli in a fed state. Some 
EEG researchers suggest that affective style may represent a more trait-like characteristic (Silva 
et al, 2002), thus it is unclear the reason for this apparent switch in hemisphere in response to 
high palatability stimuli. However, Harmon-Jones manipulated task paradigms to test the role of 
left and right prefrontal cortex in the approach/withdrawal system as a whole, and in particular in 
situationally based research designs. In other words, Harmon-Jones studied how event-related 
changes impacted prefrontal asymmetry, by introducing various manipulations while participants 
were being measured by the EEG rather than measuring static baseline levels. He specifically 
looked at the induction of anger, and found greater left activation although anger would be 
considered a negative emotion. Anger has been described as an emotion with approach-related 
tendencies (toward aggression). Harmon-Jones found that dispositional anger relates to greater 
left cortical activity (Harmon-Jones & Allen, 1998). Manipulated anger causes increased relative 
left frontal brain activity. He suggests that asymmetry is more associated with motivational 
direction rather than merely affective valence. Davidson and colleagues (2003) conducted a 
review of both human and animal studies and posited that left dorsolateral activation is associated 
with approach related, goal-directed behavior. Eating could be considered a goal-directed 
behavior. In addition, some data suggests that particularly in response to the anticipation of 
reward, as well as receipt of reward, more pronounced left prefrontal activation is found 
(Davidson, 2004).  
Research has also found that asymmetrical frontal brain activity is associated with state 
emotional responses as well (Harmon-Jones, 2004). What this data suggests in reference to the 
preliminary study’s asymmetry results is that restrained eaters, in a fed state, may be more 
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motivated by high palatability food, i.e. find palatable food rewarding even when sated (by the 
shake). This is consistent with the counterregulatory eating shown by restrained eaters. This could 
be significant because it may help explain why restrained eaters overconsume in a fed state, and 
actually consume more in a fed versus a fasted state. In addition, if restrained eaters at baseline 
are in a withdrawal/negative emotion state (as some past studies have suggested), it may be that 
exposure to palatable food produces an acute switch from a withdrawal to an approach stance, 
reflected in a change from partly right-sided to all left-sided activation.  Of note, a study using 
SPECT (Karhunen et al., 2000) compared obese binge eaters to obese non-binge eaters and 
normal weight non-binge eaters and found that food elicited different changes in regional cerebral 
blood flow in obese binge-eating women compared to non-binge eaters and this was seen in 
frontal and prefrontal regions of the left hemisphere. Specifically, 8 binge eating women and 11 
nonbinge eating obese women participated. Binge eating was defined through several self-report 
measures and a clinical interview assessing the presence and severity of binge eating. Participants 
came in after an overnight fast. In the first experimental session (control condition), participants 
were asked to view a picture of a landscape during the SPECT procedure. In the next session, a 
meal pre-selected by the participant as highly palatable was placed on the table in front of the 
participants during the SPECT procedure. Increases in the self-reported feeling of hunger during 
the food exposure were associated with higher regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in the left 
frontal and pre-frontal cortices. In the non-binge eating group, there was either no marked 
changes in rCBF or the increase in blood flow was localized in the right hemisphere. They 
suggest that the left hemisphere is associated with the regulation and reward of eating behavior. 
Results from this study parallel behavioral binge-eating research in obese subjects in that it shows 
differences in binge eaters and non-binge eaters in response to food stimuli. In addition, there 
appears to be a parallel between the restrained eaters in my preliminary study and the binge eaters 
in Karhunen’s study, in that both show a shift to left hemisphere activation when viewing highly 
palatable food stimuli. It does need to be noted, however, that Karhunen et al.’s obese binge 
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eaters had left hemisphere asymmetry in a fasted state viewing highly palatable food stimuli; 
whereas the retrained eaters in the preliminary showed greater left hemisphere asymmetry in a fed 
state.  
Proposed Research and Hypotheses to Be Tested  
The preliminary study described above provided interesting data relating brain activation 
to the concept of restraint. Based on the results of that study, the proposed study aimed to closely 
replicate the design of the preliminary study and provide more support for the results found in 
that study. The proposed study examined normal weight restrained eaters and normal weight 
unrestrained eaters’ responses to food using neuroimaging. Participants viewed images of food 
stimuli, divided into highly palatable and moderately palatable foods, and images of neutral 
objects while undergoing brain scanning in a functional MRI (fMRI). Participants were scanned 
twice, once in a hungry state and once following a meal (sated). The proposed design is a 2X2X3 
between subjects design. Three independent variables were tested for their effects on different 
brain areas: restraint status (high vs. low), deprivation state (hungry versus sated), and type of 
stimuli (highly palatable versus both moderate palatable and neutral objects). The dependent 
variable is the fMRI BOLD signal response. Subject groups consisted of 10 normal weight 
unrestrained females and 9 normal weight restrained females.  
Overall, the purpose of the proposed study was to replicate the preliminary study, which 
examined differences between the groups in response to food stimuli in a hungry and sated state, 
with a larger sample size. Several predictions were made a priori.  
Two-sample t-tests  
 The primary aim of the study was to test for differences between restrained and 
unrestrained eaters when fasted and fed. The hypotheses were based on the specific findings in 
the preliminary study. In the deprived state, it was hypothesized that restrained eaters, relative to 
unrestrained eaters, would show relatively small differences in BOLD signal responses to food 
stimuli versus neutral stimuli. In the sated state, it was hypothesized that restrained eaters, relative 
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to unrestrained eaters, would show relatively large differences in BOLD signal responses to 
highly palatable food stimuli versus neutral stimuli. This prediction was based on the fact that in 
normal weight restrained eaters the appeal of food is greater when sated compared to the appeal 
of food when unrestrained eaters are sated. 
It was hypothesized that normal weight restrained eaters would be more responsive to 
food following a meal (and normal weight unrestrained eaters would be less responsive after the 
meal and more responsive prior to the meal). Specifically, it was expected that unrestrained eaters 
would show greater activation in response to food stimuli in the fasted state, in areas associated 
with hunger (e.g. areas of the orbitofrontal cortex, limbic and paralimbic areas). This activation 
was expected to decrease and be associated with satiety areas in the fed state (e.g. cingulate 
gyrus). Restrained eaters; however, were expected to show more activation in the fed state and 
activation would continue to be in areas associated with reward and hedonic experience even after 
being given a meal (e.g. areas of the orbitofrontal cortex).  
As noted, the above predictions are based specifically on results from the preliminary 
study on restrained and unrestrained normal weight females. Thus, the aim was to directly test the 
replicability of those results. 
Asymmetry Hypothesis 
The preliminary study found that restrained eaters had activation primarily in the left 
prefrontal cortex when fed and viewing highly palatable food stimuli. Thus, visual identification 
of hemispheric asymmetry was performed. It was predicted that restrained eaters would again 
have greater left prefrontal hemispheric asymmetry than unrestrained eaters in a fed state. 
General Hypotheses
Other analyses were proposed to test for effects of food stimuli and hunger state 
regardless of group status. These analyses were proposed to ensure that there were differential 
activation comparing food stimuli and fasted and fed states. It was predicted that there would be 
differences between types of stimuli in a fasted and fed state. It was hypothesized that highly 
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palatable food will have more activation in reward areas (i.e. orbitofrontal cortex, dorsolateral 
prefrontal cortex, insular cortex) relative to moderately palatable foods and neutral stimuli. 
Additionally, differences between hunger state were predicted. Based on prior research on 
animals and humans, it was expected that when hungry activation will be greatest in the limbic 
and paralimbic areas (Tataranni & DelParigi, 2003). It was also predicted that the hypothalamus 
would be activated when hungry, although it may not be identifiable given the small size of the 
brain area. In addition, many areas of the orbitofrontal cortex, as well as the midbrain and other 
dopaminergic areas have shown higher activity in anticipation of reward (food). It was expected 
that when sated, activation would be greatest in the prefrontal cortex and the cingulate gyrus 
(Tataranni & DelParigi, 2003).  
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2. METHODS 
Participants 
 A total of 19 participants who met the following inclusion/exclusion criteria were 
selected to participate. There were 9 participants in the normal weight restrained group (average 
age=20, average BMI=22.1) and 10 participants in the normal weight unrestrained group (average 
age=20, average BMI=21.5). The sample was overwhelming Caucasian, with only 1 African 
American in the unrestrained group. All participants were right-handed. Because of availability 
and cost of fMRI, as well as the time requirements for data analysis, the sample size per group 
cell were relatively small. It is generally acknowledged that approximately 15 subjects per group 
are ideal in neuroimaging studies to increase the power and generalizability of the results. 
However, based on the size of differences found in past studies, including the preliminary study, 
statistically significant differences may be found with a smaller sample size (although 
generalizability of the results may be limited).  
All subjects provided written informed consent and the study was approved by the local 
Institutional Review Board at both Drexel University and Temple University. Men were excluded 
from this study for four reasons. One is that behavioral research on the concept of 
counterregulatory eating has relied almost exclusively on women to examine the relationship 
between restrained eating and appetitive responses. Second, Gautier et al. (2000, 2001) has shown 
that men and women show slightly differential responses to satiation in the amygdala. Third, the 
preliminary study on which the proposed research was based used only women. Lastly, while 
gender differences are of interest, the demands of the data collection made the inclusion of both 
genders impossible. Therefore, in order to make valid inferences from the findings only women 
were asked to participate.  
Exclusion criteria included anyone with a history of anorexia or bulimia nervosa, which 
was assessed by asking if potential participants had ever been diagnosed with an eating disorder. 
Women currently on a diet to lose weight were excluded from the study because 1) they have 
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been found in past research to respond quite differently than nondieting restrained eaters in the 
forced preload paradigm (Lowe, 1993), and 2) so that acute caloric or nutritional differences 
would not be responsible for any differences found between groups. Women more than ten 
pounds below their highest adult weight were excluded, to ensure that any results found were not 
due to being in a state of weight suppression. Weight suppression has been considered to be 
potentially related to metabolic efficiency and strict eating control. Weight suppression and 
dieting status were also important to assess to ensure that the two groups were matched on as 
many variables as possible. Current smokers were excluded, as well as women who recently 
began taking any medication known to affect weight and appetite (within the past 6 months). 
Several additional inclusion/exclusion criteria were designed to create groups who differ 
on variables that have been shown in past research to be related to eating behavior. As was noted 
above, restraint was used to divide normal weight groups into restrained and unrestrained eaters. 
Restraint was determined by the total score on the Restraint Scale (RS; Herman & Polivy, 1980), 
then by taking the upper third and lower third of the population recruited. Normal weight 
individuals (both restrained and unrestrained) who reported an objective binge eating episode in 
the past three months were also excluded. Current objective binge eating was an exclusionary 
criterion in the preliminary study. Thus, in order to avoid the potential complication of binge 
eating (i.e. any brain differences that could be a result of binge eating) when attempting to 
replicate the previous findings, objective binge eating remained an exclusionary criterion. Binge 
eating was assessed in the dieting and weight history questionnaire. If a potential participant 
answered yes to eating an unusually large amount of food within a two-hour period (an amount 
that most people would agree is unusually large) in the past three months, they were considered 
potential binge eaters and excluded from the study.  
Participants were selected based on the above inclusion/exclusion criteria. Of the larger 
pool of women who completed the eligibility questionnaire packets, 19 women who met full 
criteria signed up for and participated in the experimental session. A total of 9 restrained normal 
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weight women and 10 unrestrained normal weight women matched to restrained normal weight 
women on BMI participated in the experimental session.  
 Participants were recruited by making announcements regarding the study in selected 
classes on campus. Prospective participants were told that the study would be looking at the brain 
in relation to eating behavior and would use fMRI. Women who expressed an interest in 
participating in the study were given a brief questionnaire packet, which they filled out in class 
(to be described below). Those meeting appropriate criteria were invited to participate in the 
experimental session. Prospective participants were offered seventy-five dollars for their 
completion of the experimental session.  
Procedure 
 All of the prospective participants were given: 1) a consent form explaining the purposes 
of the study; 2) a demographic sheet; 3) a basic health-related information sheet (including 
information on height, weight, smoking status, and current medications); 4) the Herman and 
Polivy Restraint Scale (RS); 5) a questionnaire assessing dieting and weight history; and 6) a 
questionnaire assessing food preferences. All of the questionnaires were brief (1-2 pages) and the 
packet took approximately 15 minutes to complete. The packet was distributed and completed in 
class. Based on the above information, 19 individuals were selected as potential participants to 
participate in the experimental session. Selected participants were contacted by telephone and 
invited to participate. All individuals invited to participate in the experiment were instructed that 
participation is completely voluntary. Code numbers were used to protect participants’ 
anonymity. All data was kept separate from the consent form. Participants were provided with a 
contact telephone number to ensure that any questions may be answered prior to participation in 
the experiment. All potential participants were informed that if they complete the experimental 
session they would receive seventy-five dollars.  
The experimental session involved the use of the fMRI scanner at Temple University 
Hospital. This scanner was available for research on weekend afternoons and evenings. In order 
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to run the fMRI scanner at the hospital on weekends, two experienced research assistants were 
used. Selected participants were asked to come in on either a Saturday or Sunday afternoon for 
approximately 3 hours. They were provided a standard preload and approximately two 
participants were tested a day.  
Participants were notified that they would need to fast for 8 hours prior to their session. 
Participants were asked to have breakfast at 8am and then fast (nothing to eat or drink besides 
water) until their appointment. The investigator assessed fasting verbally by asking: Did you eat 
or drink anything other than water since 8am? No one answered yes to this question. Once fasting 
was assessed, participants were given both verbal and pictorial measures of hunger. Participants 
then had their weight measured. Next, they were placed in the fMRI scanner. An event-related 
fMRI design was used. The food-related stimuli consisted of pictures of foods the participants 
had previously identified as palatable in the food preference questionnaire. These foods were 
divided into highly palatable foods and moderately palatable foods based on the food preference 
questionnaire given to all potential participants. Items were considered highly palatable if 
participants rated them at a 6 or 7 (out of 7) and moderately palatable if rated as a 3 or 4. All 
subjects viewed the same pictures, as answers on the food preference questionnaire did not differ 
among those selected to participate. Neutral stimuli consisted of pictures of stationary objects 
(e.g., trees) and were as closely matched to the food stimuli as possible, based on the size of the 
pictured objects. Stimuli were delivered through stereoscopic goggles designed for use within the 
fMRI environment (Resonance Technologies). Stimuli were presented via a computer that is 
outside of the magnet room using Neurobehavioral Systems Presentation version 0.71 
experimental design software (NINDS). 
 As the participant lay still in the scanner, the stimuli were displayed at random for a 
specified time. For each picture, participants were asked to respond to the question “is this food?” 
by pressing a button signifying a yes or no answer. This passive behavioral model was used to 
ensure that participants were alert and paying attention to the stimuli. After 20 minutes, 
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participants were taken out of the scanner. They were given 2 cans of Vanilla Ensure (a total of 
500 calories) and told to drink both cans. Both verbal and pictorial measures of hunger were 
taken again to confirm that participants felt less hungry and more full after the meal than before. 
Participants were placed back into the fMRI scanner 45 minutes after consuming the liquid meal 
to allow the energy from the meal to be digested and travel to the brain. The initial scanning 
procedure (involving showing pictures of food and non-food items) was repeated. Following the 
second fMRI scan, they were paid seventy-five dollars for their participation in the experimental 
session.  
Measures  
Demographics questionnaire (Appendix B): The demographics questionnaire is a self-report 
measure that asks participants to identify characteristics about themselves; specifically age, 
ethnicity, and highest level of education completed. 
Health-related questionnaire (Appendix C): The health-related questionnaire is a self-report 
measure that asks about participants’ height, weight, smoking status, and current medications. 
Dieting and Weight History questionnaire (Appendix D): The dieting and weight history 
questionnaire is a self-report measure that asks about criteria relating to weight suppression, 
current dieting status, and whether or not the participant has ever been diagnosed with an eating 
disorder. 
The Restraint Scale (RS; Herman & Polivy, 1980; Appendix E): This measure is a 10-item self-
report questionnaire designed to identify individuals who are chronically concerned about their 
weight and try to control it by limiting their food intake. It has 10 4 or 5-point items scales, with 
scale anchors that vary. Items are summed to produce total scores. Research has generally 
classified females who score 15 or above as restrained and those below as unrestrained. 
 The RS has indicated good internal consistency in normal weight individuals (Cronbach’s 
α > .75) (Allison, Kalinsky, & Gorman, 1992; Herman & Polivy, 1975; Klem, Klesges, Bene, et 
al., 1990). Test-retest reliability trials have shown temporal stability for the entire scale ranging 
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from .74 to .95 (Allison, Kalinsky, & Gorman, 1992; Klesges et al., 1991). The total score for the 
measure correlated positively with disinhibitory eating in laboratory settings (Herman & Mack, 
1975; Fedoroff, Polivy, & Herman, 1997; McFarlane, Polivy, & Herman, 1998; Polivy & 
Herman, 1999).  
Food preference questionnaire (Appendix F): Participants were given pictures of various foods 
and asked to rate on a 7-point Likert scale how much they liked that food (1=not at all to 7=very 
much). Rating of 7 and 6 were considered highly palatable foods and ratings of 3 and 4 were 
considered moderately palatable foods. The food related stimuli that participants viewed in the 
fMRI scanner were based on their ratings on this measure. 
Neutral and Food-related Pictorial Stimuli: Neutral and food-related pictures were downloaded 
from the web and merged into Presentation, which presented the stimuli to the participants while 
in the fMRI.  
fMRI:  Several sources of data suggest that signals detected by fMRI are valid measurements of 
local changes in neuronal activity. Neuroimaging methods such as the fMRI have also 
demonstrated reliability across independent subject groups and even imaging modality (Buckner 
& Logan, 2001). The fMRI procedure is completely noninvasive, requiring only that the subject 
lie still within the MRI scanner and comply with the behavioral procedures. However, fMRI does 
have some disadvantages in that it is extremely sensitive to a number of artifacts that can impede 
examination of brain function, especially brain motion (Buckner & Logan, 2001). In addition, the 
hemodynamics in response to neuronal activity is revealed on a temporal scale that is much 
longer than the neuronal activity itself. However, several findings suggest that it may be possible 
to carry out event-related (ER) fMRI studies using presentation rates that are much faster than the 
time course of the BOLD response (Dale & Buckner, 1997; Boynton et al., 1996).  
ER-fMRI consists of presenting trials randomly and contrasting different trial types under 
conditions where the specific upcoming event type cannot be predicted, in order to circumvent 
potential fatigue and habituation. ER-fMRI provides flexibility in the experimental design by 
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allowing for selective averaging of stimulus events or task conditions that may be intermixed on a 
trial-by-trial basis, as is done in most behavioral studies. Also, by focusing on responses to single 
events rather than to extended blocks (as in fMRI block design), ER-fMRI provides a means of 
examining questions regarding the dynamics and time course of neural activity under various 
conditions (Buckner & Logan, 2001). 
Neurobehavioral Systems Presentation version 0 .71 experimental design software (NINDS): 
Presentation is a stimulus delivery and experimental control software system for neuroscience that 
runs on Windows and uses standard PC hardware. Presentation was designed for behavioral and 
physiological experiments using fMRI, ERP, MEG, reaction times, and single neuron recording. 
Presentation was designed to provide the best possible timing accuracy and timing verification 
possible without special hardware. It verifies the timing of each event and has timing calibration tools 
to assure maximal precision and to eliminate artifacts that can undermine accuracy. Presentation is 
completely programmable. Its development is currently supported by NINDS (National Institute of 
Neurological Disorders and Stroke). (Neurobehavioral systems http://nbs.neuro-bs.com/) 
Verbal Hunger Questionnaire (Appendix G): A set of 4 questions has become a standard way to 
measure hunger and appetite in laboratory studies of eating behavior. It consists of the following 
questions, rated on 9-point Likert scales: 1) How hungry do you feel right now? (ranging from 
“not at all” to “as hungry as I have ever felt”); 2) How strong is your desire to eat right now? 
(ranging from “very weak” to “very strong”); 3) How much food do you think you could eat right 
now? (ranging from “nothing” to “a large amount”); and 4) How full does you stomach feel right 
now? (ranging from “not at all full” to “very full”) (Lowe et al., 2000). 
Pictorial measure of hunger (Appendix H): The pictorial measure of hunger is a self-report 
measure of hunger that asks participants to identify the location and extent of their bodily hunger 
sensations by outlining the body areas on a drawing of a female figure. Scores for this measure 
are determined by the size and location of the outlined areas. Outlined areas are cut out by the 
investigator and weighed to provide an estimate of hunger sensations. Areas below the neck, 
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excluding the legs and arms, are termed Central Body Hunger. Areas from the remaining parts of 
the figure are termed Peripheral Body Hunger. Central and peripheral measures are assessed and 
examined separately, as they have been shown to be independent (Lowe et al, 2000).  
Both verbal and pictorial measures of hunger were used because it has been suggested 
that individuals often fail to distinguish between physical and “psychological” hunger (Lowe et 
al., 2000). Lowe and colleagues (2000) suggest that pictorial measures of hunger provide 
complementary information to the traditional verbally based hunger measures about the 
experience of hunger. Convergent validity is evidenced by the fact that scores on both types of 
measures increase as length of food deprivation does. Additionally, discriminant validity is 
supported by low or zero correlations between traditional verbal ratings of hunger and the 
pictorial measure.  
Body Mass Index (BMI): Weight was determined in street clothes using a standardized Secca® 
scale accurate to .1 kg. Height was provided through self-report. BMI was calculated using the 
formula: weight (kilograms) / height (meters)2. 
fMRI Procedure 
This non-invasive test uses a 1.5 Tesla machine by Siemens Systems, Germany. This 
machine uses magnetic fields to create images. A radiofrequency coil covered in plastic was 
placed over the participant’s head, the stereoscopic goggles were placed around her head, and she 
was then placed into the MRI machine. In addition, foam pads within the head coil were used to 
help secure head fixation and prevent head motion. All participants were instructed to lie still 
throughout the scanning procedure and pay attention to any images that appear in the goggles. 
Participants were instructed to focus on the center of the field-of-view. Initially, a multiplane 
(axial, sagittal, & coronal) localizer fMRI scan was used to determine the exact location of the 
anatomical area to be imaged. Next, the investigational pulse sequence(s) were used for scanning 
precisely the anatomic area of interest. FMRI pulse sequences were used to acquire the images. 
BOLD activation was identified by examining which specific regions change signal intensity as 
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the images change from neutral to food-related. Length of time that the stimuli were presented 
was carefully controlled by the computer. The entire procedure took approximately 20 minutes.  
During the entire procedure the participants were in constant communication with the 
operator of the MRI machine. A squeeze bulb was provided to all participants, which could be 
used to get the attention of the operator. No x-rays were used in this study. To date there are no 
side effects or risks from MRI techniques.  
fMRI Imaging Parameters 
 Images were collected using a Siemens Vision 1.5 Tesla GE EchoSpeed Plus scanner 
with echoplanar capability (33mT/m, rapid switching gradients). The scanning began with the 
collection of high-resolution T1-weighted imaging sequences acquired in the axial plan to locate 
the positions for in-plane structural images. Imaging parameters were: matrix size 256*256; TR 
(repetition time)= 600ms; TE (echo time)= 15ms; FOV (field-of-view)= 21 cm; NEX (number of 
excitations)= 1; and slice thickness = 5mm. Functional images were acquired with echo planar 
free induction decay (EPI-FID, T2*weighted) sequence in the same plane as the structural 
images. The functional imaging parameters included: 64*64 matrix, FOV= 21cm; slice 
thickness= 5mm; TR= 4s; and TE= 54ms minimum.  
Design/Paradigm 
 The study was designed to measure blood oxygenation-level dependent (BOLD) 
responses to neutral and food stimuli in a fasted and fed hunger state. An event-related design 
was used (TR=4). Each stimulus image was shown for ½ TR (2 second intervals), and subjects 
were asked to respond to the question “is this a food?” using a response pad designed for use in 
the MRI environment (Resonance Technologies, Inc.). There were three stimulus conditions: high 
palatability food, moderate palatability food, and a neutral condition that consisted of nonfood 
objects. There was a 25-second baseline time prior to the start of the stimuli presentation. The 
neutral stimuli were shown 78 times. The other two categories of experimental (food) stimuli 
were shown 30 times each. The reason that more neutral stimuli were shown than food stimuli 
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was to minimize the likelihood that subjects would be able to predict whether they would see a 
food or nonfood picture on any given trial. This procedure was meant to reduce anticipatory brain 
activation and help differentiate the brain responses to food and nonfood items.  
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3. DATA ANALYSIS 
Image Processing 
The post-acquisition preprocessing and statistical analysis was performed using SPM5 
(Statistical Parametric Mapping, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, University 
College of London, UK; Friston, Jezzard, & Turner, 1994), run under the Matlab® (The 
Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) environment.  Statistical Parametric Mapping refers to the 
construction and assessment of spatially extended statistical analyses used to test hypotheses 
about neuroimaging data from SPECT/PET & fMRI (Wellcome Department of Cognitive 
Neurology, 2003).  The SPM approach is voxel based, meaning that each voxel is analyzed as an 
individual case and then later grouped together using random effects analysis.  Images are 
spatially normalized into a standard space, and smoothed. Parametric statistical models are 
assumed at each voxel, using the General Linear Model to describe the variability in the data in 
terms of experimental and confounding effects, and residual variability.  Hypotheses expressed in 
terms of the model parameters are assessed at each voxel with univariate statistics. This gives an 
image whose voxel values are statistics, an SPM map. Temporal convolution of the General 
Linear Model for fMRI enables the application of results from serially correlated regression, 
permitting the construction of statistic images from fMRI time series (Wellcome Department of 
Cognitive Neurology, 2003).  
Images were converted from the DICOM format into the ANALYZE (AnalyzeDirect, 
Inc., Lenexa, KY) format using MRIcro software (www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricro.html). 
Preprocessing was performed based on the steps outlined in the SPM5 manual (FIL Methods 
Group, 2007). Slice timing correction was performed to compensate for delays associated with 
acquisition time differences among slices during the sequential imaging. A 3D automated image 
registration routine (six-parameter rigid body, sinc interpolation; second order adjustment for 
movement) was applied to the volumes to realign them with the first volume of the first series 
used as a spatial reference. All functional and anatomical volumes were then transformed into the 
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standard anatomical space using the subject’s coregistered structural image and the SPM 
normalization procedure (Ashburner & Friston, 1999). This procedure uses a sinc interpolation 
algorithm to account for brain size and position with a 12 parameter affine transformation, 
followed by a series of non-linear basic function transformations seven, eight, and seven 
nonlinear basis functions for the x, y, and z directions, respectively, with 12 nonlinear iterations 
to correct for morphological differences between the structural image and given brain volume. 
Next, all volumes underwent spatial smoothing by convolution with a Gaussian kernel of 8 cubic 
mm full width at half maximum (FWHM), to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and 
account for residual intersession differences. 
Subject-level statistical analyses were performed using the general linear model in SPM5.  
The four condition events and the baseline were modeled using a canonical hemodynamic 
response function. Contrast maps were obtained through the following linear contrasts of event 
types for each hunger state: all conditions vs. baseline (overall effect), neutral stimuli vs. 
moderate and high palatability food stimuli, moderate palatability vs. high and neutral stimuli, 
and high palatability vs. moderate and neutral stimuli.  All of the above contrasts were done to 
check the data and to set up the paradigm for the group-level effects. Group-level random effects 
analyses for main effects were accomplished by entering whole brain contrasts into one-sample t-
tests (as implemented in SPM5).  Hunger state and between group effects were accomplished by 
entering whole brain contrasts into two-sample t-tests (as implemented in SPM5).  All contrasts 
were set to an a priori significance threshold of P < .001, uncorrected, with a minimum cluster-
size threshold set at 8 contiguous voxels. The most liberal cluster detection correction was used 
(p<.001, cluster size of 8) based on common alpha corrections in previous fMRI studies (Friston 
et al., 1994) and the preliminary study. MNI coordinates were transformed using Brett’s equation 
available online (http://imaging.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/imaging/MniTalairach) and the Talaraich 
Daemon was used to gather the anatomical names.  
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 4. RESULTS 
Behavioral Data 
Descriptive data for restrained and unrestrained eaters is reported in Table 1. The mean 
BMI in restrained eaters was somewhat higher than unrestrained eaters, but the difference was not 
statistically significant (t=1.69, p=.152). The mean weight suppression score was higher in 
unrestrained eaters (3.90 versus 2.88 lbs in restrained eaters), but this difference was also not 
statistically significant (t=.771, p=.452). Participants also completed several self-report measures 
(see Table 2). Restrained and unrestrained eaters did not differ in terms of palatability ratings 
provided on the Food Preference Questionnaire. Of note, the mean Restraint Scale (RS) score was 
7.3 (± 2.66) for unrestrained eaters and 16.8 (± 3.15) for restrained eaters. Participants also 
completed verbal measures of hunger prior to the first and second scan. The verbal measure of 
hunger asked the following questions (on a 9-point Likert scale): 1) How hungry do you feel right 
now? (1-not hungry at all, 9- as hungry as I’ve ever felt; 2) How strong is your desire to eat right 
now? (1-very weak, 9-very strong); 3) How much food do you think you could eat right now? (1-
nothing at all, 9-a large amount); and 4) How full does your stomach feel right now? (1-not at all 
full, 9-very full). In addition, pictorial measures of hunger were given upon arrival and prior to 
the second scan. The pictorial measure divides hunger levels into central body hunger and 
peripheral body hunger. These measures confirmed that on average participants perceived 
themselves as feeling hungry prior to the first scan (and therefore presumably fasted) and had 
increased reported feelings of fullness following the preload (Table 3). Also of note, there were 
no significant differences between levels of hunger reported pre and post-scan on either the verbal 
or pictorial measures when comparing restrained and unrestrained eaters.   
fMRI data 
All data are reported at a significance level of p <. 001 (uncorrected) and minimal spatial 
extent of 8 contiguous voxels. It was first determined which cerebral regions were activated in 
response to presentations of food stimuli relative to control regardless of group or hunger state. 
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Additionally, prior to random effects analysis (RFX) of subject groups, contrast images were 
analyzed in two-sample t-tests to test for effects of hunger state (fasted vs. fed) across all subject 
groups. These analyses indicated that both high and moderate palatability stimuli yielded 
differential activation in a fasted compared to a fed state. Different levels of hunger produced 
discriminately different levels of brain activation to pictures of both high and moderate 
palatability food. When fasted, there was greater activation to both high and moderate palatability 
foods in areas associated with hunger and food cravings (i.e. inferior temporal gyrus, insula, 
parahippocampal gyrus), whereas this activation decreased when fed. When fed, areas activated 
were associated with memory and recognition, such as the uncus and middle temporal gyrus 
(Crossman & Neary, 2000). (For a full report of these results, the reader is referred to tables 4-5.)  
Of greatest interest were RFX analyses of subject groups in both a fasted and fed state. At 
the two-sample t-test level, RFX analysis refers to an analysis of residual activation in one group 
after overlapping activation of another group has been removed. To describe this, the terminology 
“restrained versus unrestrained” (and vice versa) is used. Through this kind of analysis, activation 
can be analyzed above and beyond that which might be shared in common with another relevant 
condition.  Analyses for restrained and unrestrained eaters are reported here.  Areas that were also 
found in the preliminary study are noted; however, similarities and differences between activation 
found in the preliminary study and the current study are discussed in greater detail in the 
discussion section.  
Initial hypotheses for the current study were developed from the findings in the 
preliminary study. Both the preliminary study and the current study were based on results found 
in counterregulatory eating studies noted in the introduction. In these studies, restrained and 
unrestrained eaters were studied using a no-preload/preload design. These studies have reliably 
found that restrained eaters significantly increased their food consumption from the no-preload to 
the preload condition, whereas unrestrained eaters show the opposite eating pattern. The 
preliminary study results paralleled those from behavioral research and suggested that restrained 
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eaters eat more than unrestrained eaters following a preload because palatable food may actually 
look (and perhaps taste) better to restrained eaters when they have recently eaten. We 
hypothesized that food stimuli in a fed state would be more likely to activate brain areas 
associated with reward in restrained eaters (this would not be so with unrestrained eaters), based 
on the notion that food may be less rewarding when hungry than when fed in restrained eaters. 
Lastly, we hypothesized that when fed and viewing pictures of high palatability foods, restrained 
eaters would have primarily left prefrontal cortex activation. Frontal asymmetry in the fed state 
was not predicted for unrestrained eaters, for whom even palatable food should no longer look 
appealing when sated. 
Fasted State 
First, the analysis was done in a fasted state, with high vs. moderate palatability stimuli. 
Restrained relative to unrestrained yielded activation in the cerebellum (Table 6.1, Figure 1). The 
cerebellum has been implicated in modulating basic food responses; in particular activation is 
found when food is consumed to satiety, thus implicating it in the signal not to eat (Gautier et al., 
2000; Wang et al., 2006). It is interesting then that restrained eaters, when in a fasted state, show 
activation in an area associated with satiety when viewing palatable foods. This outcome was not 
seen in the pilot study, possibly because of the very low sample size of that study.    
 Under the same conditions, unrestrained relative to restrained yielded activation in the 
right superior temporal gyrus and the left parahippocampal gyrus (Table 6.1, Figure 1). The 
superior temporal gyrus has been shown to be activated in response to food exposure in hungry 
individuals (Wang et al., 2004, Killgore et al., 2003). Activity in the parahippocampal gyrus has 
been shown to be associated with hunger in lean individuals (Del Parigi et al., 2002). It is also 
involved in explicit memory and emotional memory and therefore plays a role in the affective 
evaluation of stimuli (Pelchat et al., 2004). Unrestrained eaters also had activation in the left 
lentiform nucleus (putamen) and the left middle frontal gyrus (in the dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex) (Table 6.1, Figure 1). These areas were also shown to be activated in the preliminary 
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study under the same conditions. The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex has been shown to be 
associated with evaluation of the potential biological relevance of a stimulus and the current 
affective state and needs of the individual, as well as with ingestive behavior (Killgore et al. 
2003). The left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex has also been shown to be activated in response to 
pictures of high palatability foods and is implicated in anticipation of reward (Geliebter et al., 
2005, Watanabe, 1996, 2000). The lentiform nucleus is implicated in motor control and appears 
to play a role in reinforcement learning (Brooks, 2004). It has also been shown to have greater 
activation in a hungry state compared to a satiated state (Tataranni et al., 1999). 
The contrast found between restrained minus unrestrained and unrestrained minus 
restrained eaters in a fasted state is striking (see Figure 1). This contrast was also noted in the 
preliminary study. Behavioral data suggest that in a hunger state, unrestrained eaters tend to eat 
more than restrained eaters. Consistent with the behavioral research and the proposed hypothesis, 
unrestrained eaters had greater activation in the fasted state in areas associated with hunger and 
reward compared to activation of restrained eaters.  
Fed state 
In a fed state, when examining high relative to moderate palatability stimuli, restrained 
relative to unrestrained eaters showed activation again in the cerebellum, possibly indicating a 
more basic level processing of hunger state. However, the area of the cerebellum activated when 
fed (pyramis) is also specifically linked to motor processing and planning (Crossman & Neary, 
2000). Activation was also found in the left middle frontal gyrus (part of the orbitofrontal cortex). 
The orbitofrontal cortex has been shown to be associated with hunger (Killgore et al., 2003; 
Wang et al., 2004; LaBar et al., 2001), motivation to eat (Killgore & Yurgelun-Todd, 2006), and 
expectation of reward (Rolls, 2004; Watanabe, 1996).  Other areas activated include the left 
superior frontal gyrus and the left precentral gyrus, both in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 
(Brodmann area 9). As was noted above, the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex has been 
implicated in viewing high calorie foods, expectation of a reward, decision making, and 
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monitoring of behavioral consequences (Killgore et al., 2003; Geliebter et al., 2005, Watanabe, 
1996, 2000). As with the preliminary study, activation in the prefrontal cortex when fed was all in 
the left hemisphere (Table 6.2, Figure 2).  
Additionally, when fed, restrained eaters showed activation in the left insular cortex 
(Table 6.2, Figure 2). Activation of the insular cortex is consistently reported in drug-craving 
studies (Bonson et al., 2002), as well as other studies exploring desire for food (Small et al., 2001; 
Wang et al., 2004). It appears to be critically involved in processing food stimuli and influencing 
appetitive behavior (Killgore & Yurgelun-Todd, 2006). It is also typically shown to be important 
in monitoring internal bodily states and has been shown to have increased activation in a hungry 
state and decreased activation after subjects are sated (Gautier et al., 2000, 2001).  
When fed and viewing high palatability relative to moderate palatability food stimuli, 
unrestrained relative to restrained yielded activation in the left cingulate gyrus. The cingulate 
gyrus has been shown to be activated at the termination of a meal (Tataranni & DelParigi, 2003).  
The current study also yielded activation in the right inferior frontal gyrus, right precuneus, and 
left parahippocampal gyrus (Table 6.2, Figure 2). The right prefrontal cortex has been implicated 
in the cognitive control of food intake, in particular inhibition of further eating when an 
individual has just eaten to satiety (Alonso-Alonso & Pascual-Leone, 2007; Tataranni & 
DelParigi, 2003). The precuneus may play a role in visual memory (Crossman & Neary, 2000) 
and the parahippocampal gyrus is also implicated in memory.   
As a whole, the hypothesis that the restrained eaters would have greater activation in 
response to food stimuli compared to the unrestrained eaters in a fed state is supported by the 
results (see Figure 2). The hypothesis that restrained eaters’ activation would primarily be in 
areas associated with reward and hedonic experience, especially after being given a meal (i.e. 
areas of the dorsolateral prefrontal and orbitofrontal cortex) was also supported. Overall, these 
results parallel those found in the preliminary study, suggesting that restrained eaters, unlike 
unrestrained eaters, continue to find highly palatable food appealing even after a meal. 
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Moderate Palatability Stimuli  
 The above analyses specifically examined the activation of high palatability food stimuli 
for restrained and unrestrained eaters. Like the preliminary study, restrained eaters showed 
greater left hemisphere prefrontal cortex activation when fed. Results from the preliminary study 
suggested that the left prefrontal activation was specific to high palatability foods. In an attempt 
to provide further support for that finding, analyses were also conducted in the current study 
looking at activation to moderate stimuli in a fed state. The analysis of moderate minus neutral 
was chosen to replicate the analysis in the preliminary study and control for nonfood objects to 
see if the previous results were due to high palatability foods per se.  
When fed and viewing moderately palatable food stimuli, unrestrained eaters had 
activation in the left uncus and left cingulate gyrus (Table 7). The uncus has been linked to 
memory (Crossman & Neary, 2000) and the cingulate gyrus has been implicated in satiety 
(Tataranni & Del Parigi, 2003). Activation for restrained eaters was found in the left and right 
anterior cingulate gyrus (Table 7). Again, this area has been linked to satiety (Tataranni & Del 
Parigi, 2003). When viewing moderate palatability stimuli, restrained eaters now have activation 
in areas typically associated with satiation rather than reward. They also do not show activation in 
the prefrontal cortex. The results further suggest that activation in response to high palatability 
food yields differential activation in a fed state, particularly in restrained eaters.  
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5. DISCUSSION 
This study aimed to replicate and extend with a larger sample size the results of the 
preliminary study described in the introduction. The rationale for both studies was based on 
neuroimaging research that has consistently shown differences between obese and normal weight 
subjects in their responses to hunger and satiation and on behavioral research that has consistently 
found differences in intake between restrained and unrestrained eaters using the preload 
paradigm. The mechanism responsible for the differential responses of restrained and 
unrestrained eaters in the preload paradigm is not clear (Lowe & Kral, 2006). The current study 
had as a goal to help clarify the role of restraint in eating and weight regulation using fMRI. It has 
been suggested that normal weight restrained eaters represent a possible model for studying 
obesity-proneness (Lowe & Levine, 2005), thus making them a potentially relevant population to 
focus weight gain prevention efforts on. The results of the preliminary study suggest that brain 
activation in normal weight restrained women differed from that of unrestrained women matched 
on BMI and that this difference emerged when comparing participants across states of hunger and 
fullness. However, the sample size of the preliminary study was very small, thus significantly 
limiting the generalizability of the results. The current study aimed to provide further support for 
the results by replicating the preliminary study design with a larger sample size.  
The primary hypothesis of the current study was derived directly from the preliminary 
study results, as well as counterregulatory eating studies. It was hypothesized that normal weight 
restrained eaters would be more responsive to food following a meal than when in a hungry state 
(and normal weight unrestrained eaters would be less responsive after the meal and more 
responsive prior to the meal). Results were expected to parallel, at a neurophysiological level, the 
eating patterns shown by unrestrained and restrained eaters in no-preload and preload conditions 
in past research (Herman & Polivy, 1984). Overall, the results found in the current study 
supported and enhanced those found in the preliminary study. Normal weight restrained women 
differed from normal weight unrestrained women in line with the hypotheses and the results of 
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the pilot study. Implications for the results are discussed in further detail below, specifically 
noting areas of activation that were similar to that found in the preliminary study. Notable 
differences (and possible reasons for those differences) between this study and the preliminary 
study are also discussed.  
Restrained versus unrestrained eaters 
 Fasted State 
When fasted, unrestrained eaters show greater activation to high palatability food stimuli 
in a wide variety of brain areas. Like the preliminary study, activation was found in the 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and lentiform nucleus. Additional activation was found in the 
superior temporal gyrus and parahippocampal gyrus. All of these areas area associated with 
hunger, expectation of reward, and reinforcement (Geliebter et al., 2005; Tataranni et al., 1999; 
Killgore et al., 2003; Del Parigi et al., 2002). The parahippocampal gyrus has been shown to be 
associated with hunger particularly in lean individuals (Del Parigi et al., 2002). In contrast, 
restrained eaters yielded activation in the cerebellum only, which has been implicated in 
modulating lower level processing of food stimuli, in particular in sending satiety signals to 
higher level processing areas of the brain (Gautier et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2006). The 
preliminary study had yielded no activation in restrained eaters when fasted. Thus, in both 
studies, the contrast between the level of activation in restrained and unrestrained eaters in a 
fasted state is striking. That restrained eaters when fasted have activation in an area that has been 
implicated in the satiety response is of note as it may suggest that restrained eaters are not only 
unmotivated to eat, but that they may actually be somewhat deterred by food when in a state of 
deprivation.  
Fed State 
When fed and viewing highly palatable foods, restrained eaters showed activation in the 
orbitofrontal cortex (middle frontal cortex), which was the primary area activated in the 
preliminary study. The orbitofrontal cortex has been shown to be associated with hunger and 
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desire for food (Killgore et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2006; LaBar et al., 2001), as well as motivation 
to eat (Killgore & Yurgelun-Todd, 2006) and expectation of a reward (Rolls, 2004; Watanabe, 
1996). Studies have also found a decrease in orbitofrontal activation when food was eaten to 
satiety and interpreted that to mean that the saliency value of food is represented in the 
orbitofrontal cortex (Kringelbach et al., 2003).  Additional studies have found that visual cues 
associated with appetizing food stimuli can activate the orbitofrontal cortex, consistent with the 
behavioral theory that cues can acquire motivating and hedonic properties on their own (Beaver et 
al., 2006).  
Activation for restrained eaters in a fed state was also found in the left dorsolateral 
prefrontal cortex (superior frontal gyrus, precentral gyrus). As was noted above, the left 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex has been shown to be activated when subjects are viewing high 
calorie foods and is implicated in expectation of reward, salient decision-making, and monitoring 
of behavioral consequences (Killgore et al., 2003; Geliebter et al., 2005, Watanabe, 1996, 2000). 
The orbitofrontal and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices also have connections, either directly or 
indirectly, with the hippocampus, the amygdala, and the hypothalamus (Miller & Cohen, 2001). 
Of note, like the preliminary study activation for restrained eaters in the areas of the frontal cortex 
when fed was all in the left hemisphere.  
Additionally, when fed, restrained eaters showed activation in the left insular cortex. 
Activation of the insular cortex is increasingly indicated in the desire for food (Small et al., 2001; 
Wang et al., 2004). Together with the orbitofrontal cortex, it appears to be critically involved in 
processing food stimuli and influencing appetitive behavior (Killgore & Yurgelun-Todd, 2006). It 
is also typically shown to be important in monitoring internal bodily states and has been shown to 
have increased activation in a hungry state and decreased activation after subjects are sated 
(Gautier et al., 2000, 2001).  Lastly, activation for restrained eaters was found in the cerebellum, 
possibly indicating a more basic level processing of hunger state. As was previously noted, the 
cerebellum has been implicated in the lower level processing of food stimuli. Activation was also 
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found in the cerebellum when restrained eaters were fasted and viewing highly palatable food 
items. However, when fed the specific area of the cerebellum activated was the pyramis, which is 
also specifically linked to motor processing and planning (Crossman & Neary, 2000). One 
interpretation of this is that restrained eaters may be in the process of planning movement, which 
taken together with the activated areas associated with motivation, reward, and approach 
behavior, may provide further support for the idea that restrained eaters are more motivated to eat 
when fed.   
When fed, unrestrained relative to restrained yielded activation in the left cingulate gyrus, 
also found in the preliminary study, and shown to be activated at the termination of a meal 
(Tataranni & DelParigi, 2003).  The current study also yielded activation in areas associated with 
inhibition of further eating (right prefrontal cortex) (Tataranni & DelParigi, 2003) and memory 
(precuneus, parahippocampal gyrus).  
The hypothesis, based directly from the preliminary study results, that the restrained 
eaters would have greater activation, hunger, and appetitive motivation in response to food 
stimuli compared to the unrestrained eaters in a fed state is supported. Additionally, moderate 
palatability stimuli were analyzed to determine if, as in the preliminary study, the effect is 
specific to highly palatable foods. This result was confirmed as well. When fed and viewing 
moderate palatability food stimuli, both groups have activation in areas typically associated with 
satiation rather than reward. 
Differentiating types of appetitive motivation  
When fasted and viewing highly palatable food stimuli, unrestrained eaters show 
activation consistent with motivation to eat stemming from hunger.  On the other hand, restrained 
eaters show activation consistent with motivation to eat stemming from anticipated reward when 
they are fed and viewing highly palatable foods. If unrestrained eaters have activation associated 
with motivation when fasted and restrained eaters have activation associated with motivation 
when fed, the question arises of whether their motivation to eat reflects the same process. Given 
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the difference between being in a state of deprivation and being sated, and the different brain 
areas activated, it appears that the nature of the motivation to eat in restrained and unrestrained 
eaters is different. Presumably the motivation of food deprived unrestrained eaters to eat is 
associated with normal deprivation-based hunger (so-called “homeostatic hunger”). Alternatively, 
the motivation to eat in sated restrained eaters presumably has more to do with a hunger for 
palatability, rather than a need for calories (so-called “hedonic hunger”). Research has suggested 
a considerable overlap in homeostatic and hedonic eating motivation; however, hedonic eating is 
driven more by pleasure than the avoidance of starvation (Lowe & Butryn, in press).  In future 
studies, it would be of interest to determine if other measures of homeostatic and hedonic hunger 
differentiates restrained and unrestrained eaters.  
Implications of subject group differences 
In preload studies using the RS to classify subjects, a significant “crossover” interaction 
between the restraint group and preload status on food consumption is typically found. This 
interaction is due to restrained eaters consuming less than unrestrained eaters without a preload 
and more than unrestrained eaters following a preload (Herman & Polivy, 1984; Ruderman, 
1986). The difference in intake between restrained and unrestrained eaters is typically larger in 
the preload than in the no preload condition.  The widespread brain activation shown by 
unrestrained relative to restrained eaters when in the fasted state and viewing pictures of palatable 
food is consistent with the greater ice cream intake of non-preloaded unrestrained than restrained 
eaters in past eating regulation studies (Herman & Polivy, 1984).  Similarly, the activation of 
reward-related brain areas in the orbitofrontal cortex, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and insular 
cortex when fed in restrained eaters is consistent with their tendency to increase, rather than 
decrease, their ice cream consumption following preloads in past studies. What the results from 
this study and the preliminary study suggest is not that restrained eaters are exercising restraint 
when eating less, but that they’re not experiencing “normal hunger” until preloaded. Additionally, 
if restrained eaters were exercising “restraint” while viewing highly palatable foods in a fasted 
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state, there should presumably be activation in areas associated with executive function, 
inhibition, and self-control. The appetitive drive to eat does not appear to be activated when 
fasted. Paradoxically, when fed, areas associated with reward and hunger are activated. 
Unrestrained eaters on the other hand have activation in hunger areas when hungry and satiety 
areas when fed.  
Taken together, the results from the current study and the preliminary study suggest the 
possibility that restrained eaters may actually experience stronger appetitive motivation to eat 
palatable food when recently fed than when hungry or, alternatively, that the consumption of a 
preload enhances appetitive drive for palatable food whereas fasting reduces it.  This 
characterization could also be applied to the apparent state of appetitive motivation of non-
preloaded and preloaded restrained eaters in past studies.  The counter-intuitive nature of the 
behavioral findings has traditionally been explained by reference to the diet-breaking effects of a 
preload in combination with impairments in restrained eaters’ hunger and satiety responses 
(stemming from their history of dieting and overeating – Herman & Polivy, 1984; Lowe, 1993).  
However, the obtained pattern of brain activation suggests that, relative to unrestrained eaters, 
restrained eaters’ eating behavior in the preload paradigm reflects differences in the effects of 
fasting and feeding on the hedonic appeal of palatable food rather than the effects of the preload 
on the integrity of their dietary restraint.  That is, rather than restrained eaters’ diets remaining 
intact in a no preload condition and being breached in a preload condition (Herman & Polivy, 
1984), restrained eaters may eat more food when fed than fasted because they paradoxically find 
food more rewarding when their appetite has been “primed” by recent food intake.  This 
interpretation is consistent with a great deal of evidence that dieting behavior does not account for 
the counterregulatory eating of restrained eaters (e.g., Lowe, 1993; Lowe & Kral, 2006).  
Additionally, participants in this study were neither weight suppressed nor currently on a diet to 
lose weight, which provides further evidence that dieting behavior does not account for the 
results. Although the reason for the paradoxical brain activation patterns of restrained eaters is 
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unclear, these results could be useful in suggesting alternative explanations for restrained eaters’ 
susceptibility to overeating and weight gain (Lowe & Kral, 2006).   
It is important to note that while the current study supported the overall results from the 
preliminary study, there were differences between the preliminary study and this study. More 
specifically, the current study revealed some areas of activation that were not found in the 
preliminary study (e.g. cerebellum, insular cortex, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex). A possible 
explanation for this is that the current study had a greater sample size and therefore greater 
statistical power. Greater statistical power would produce more real differences (i.e. differences 
that are “really there”). The preliminary study may have produced more “false positives” (i.e. 
significant differences that were due to chance). An additional explanation for this difference is 
the discrepancy in scanning times in the current study and preliminary study. In the current study, 
participants’ fast began after breakfast, whereas in the preliminary study their fast began after 
dinner. One could argue that basic physiological hunger is not as intense in the morning before 
the first meal as it is later in the afternoon, following an early morning breakfast. However, it is 
important to note that the current study followed more closely the original preload paradigm set-
up of daytime fasting.  
Clinical Implications 
One of the primary reasons for studying normal weight restrained eaters was that while it 
is clear from laboratory studies that these individuals tend to engage in problematic overeating 
when given a preloaded meal, there is no satisfactory explanation for why they do so. Taken 
together, the current study and preliminary study suggest that restrained eaters may engage in 
counterregulatory eating not because they have surpassed a self-imposed diet boundary, but 
because food is actually more appealing when fed.  
Another reason that normal weight restrained eaters are of interest is the implication that 
they may represent an obesity-prone phenotype. Restraint has been shown to be a strong predictor 
of future weight gain. Additionally, studies have shown that restrained eaters have physiological 
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characteristics that predispose them to weight gain (Lowe & Kral, 2005). While no direct 
comparisons can be made to obese individuals in this study, obese individuals often report that 
they do not experience “normal” hunger, even though they think about food all the time. Obese 
individuals also appear to be less susceptible to feeling hungry when they go long periods without 
eating (Schachter & Rodin, 1974). However, once they start eating, many obese individuals 
report feeling that they never reach a state of fullness. Results from the current study may suggest 
that restrained eaters experience hunger and desire to eat similar to obese individuals. Restrained 
eaters appear not to experience hunger when viewing highly palatable foods in a food-deprived 
state, and yet when sated it appears that they are motivated by the anticipation of reward when 
viewing highly palatable foods. These results may provide further support for the notion that 
restrained eaters are obesity-prone and warrant further investigation into this possibility.  
 Additionally, if restrained eaters are obesity-prone and more motivated to eat when 
satiated and in the presence of highly palatable foods, concern arises about their ability to adapt to 
the increasingly “toxic” food environment. The characteristic that the Restraint Scale is 
measuring may represent an attempt to prevent weight gain rather than an attempt to diet to lose 
weight. With the increasingly availability of highly palatable foods, restrained eaters may 
experience greater difficulty preventing that weight gain than ever before, thus making it even 
more important that appropriate prevention programs be addressed to normal weight restrained 
eaters.  
 Lastly, the results of the current study look only at brain activation. While the results 
suggest that restrained and unrestrained eaters are motivated to eat in different ways, it is 
important to look at these results in conjunction with other physiological responses throughout 
the body (glucose, insulin, leptin, etc.) that play a role in regulating hunger and satiation. It is 
expected, but not known, that those hormones would also differ between restrained and 
unrestrained eaters.  
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Strengths and Limitations 
 This study had several strengths. The first is that the design and hypotheses were based 
directly on the results from a preliminary study. The results from the current study closely 
replicated those from the preliminary study, thus adding more support to the results. Additionally, 
the current study extended the design of the preliminary study to more closely resemble typical 
preload studies that test participants after a daytime fast. Other strengths of the study include the 
elimination of potential confounds, including exclusion of current dieters and ensuing the 
equivalence of groups on BMI and weight suppression. Food stimuli were essentially controlled 
for using the subtraction analysis in SPM5, where moderate palatability food stimuli results were 
subtracted out of high palatability results. The use of a within subjects design reduced error 
variance and also allowed for the study of the same participants as they moved through a 
somewhat naturalistic progression of hunger to fullness. Lastly, while this study used pictures of 
foods, it implies, but does not prove, that similar differences would be found if participants 
actually tasted moderate and high palatability food stimuli.  
This study also had several limitations. Participants were comprised of female college 
students thus limiting generalizability to the general population. However, most behavioral 
studies done on counterregulatory eating are done with this population. It is important to note that 
the results particularly cannot be generalized to men. In previous research, men have shown 
differential brain activation in response to satiation compared to women (Gautier et al., 2000, 
2001). Additionally, men are vastly understudied in the area of restraint and the preload paradigm 
and it is unclear if restrained men and women would show the same behavioral presentation. 
Another limitation is that this study used Ensure as a preload, whereas counterregulatory eating 
laboratory studies typically used an ice cream milkshake. While participants were compared in 
states of hunger and fullness, drinking Ensure may have been psychologically different from 
drinking a milkshake, therefore making the results less comparable to the laboratory preload 
studies. Participants were not asked to rate their likeability level of the Ensure; however, all 
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participants consumed the full 2 cans. Another limitation is that women were not asked where 
they were in their menstrual cycle. Circulating hormones may influence appetite and eating 
behavior. In addition, we included only women. Studies have suggested that there may be sex 
differences in the responses of the brain to hunger and satiety (DelParigi et al., 2002). Future 
studies need to examine sex differences in brain responses to food stimuli and whether these 
responses vary over the menstrual cycle in women.   
During the fMRI scanning sessions, a passive behavioral model was used by having the 
participants respond to the question, “is this food.” One possible limitation of the use of this 
model is that by asking participants to make a decision of whether the picture they were viewing 
was a food or not, restrained and unrestrained eaters may have employed different strategies to 
make that decision, which could have influenced brain activation. In future studies, it may be 
helpful to utilize a non-decision making behavioral model. An additional limitation of the fMRI 
scanning session is that the stimuli viewed had somewhat different backgrounds (e.g. cafeteria 
versus blank wall). It is possible that these differences could influence brain activation because of 
potential associations that participants made with the images in the background. It would be 
important to control for background images in future studies. 
  There are limitations with using fMRI in general. This includes signal to noise 
problems. Brain regions present special problems because of the difficulty in resolving their 
location and in obtaining signal from these regions (i.e. amygdala). Lack of activation in some 
conditions may reflect either true reductions in activation or just poor signal due to field 
inhomegenities and statistical noise. However, steps were taken to reduce this problem prior to 
analysis (pre-processing) and analyses did not focus on specific areas of the brain that may be 
more susceptible to field inhomogeneities (Killgore et al., 2003).  
It should be noted that findings did not closely resemble the fMRI studies discussed in 
the introduction. These studies looked mainly at normal weight versus obese subjects and how the 
brain responds to hunger and satiation. These studies used mostly in vivo feeding to look 
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specifically at how the brain might differentially respond to food and whether different responses 
are related to weight.  However, they did provide evidence about brain areas that were of interest 
to this study. In addition, studies that looked at brain activation in response to visual introduction 
of food found similar areas of activation as this study. One area that has often been mentioned in 
relation to appetite is the hypothalamus. This study did not identify any activation in the 
hypothalamus; however, this was to be expected. Because of the small size of the hypothalamus, 
the study of it using fMRI poses some technical problems related to spatial resolution and the 
power to detect signals from very small regions (Tataranni & DelParigi, 2003). Because the 
analyses focused on global activation rather than region of interests, it is not unusual that 
activation in the hypothalamus was not detected. 
Lastly, this study did not examine whether brain areas that were activated were excitatory 
or inhibitory (i.e. activated versus deactivated). Many of the areas in the prefrontal, orbitofrontal, 
and limbic/paralimbic areas are implicated in both hunger and in response to satiation. Therefore, 
it would be important to identify whether these areas were activated versus deactivated in 
response to the manipulations examined here. It is possible to examine activation versus 
deactivation using fMRI; however, this technique was not used in this study as it remains a 
controversial statistical method.  
Summary/future directions 
To summarize, this study supported preliminary data and provided more evidence that 
parallels data found in counterregulatory eating studies in behavioral research. Hypotheses for the 
study were based on eating regulation research showing that restrained eaters eat more following 
a preload than they do in the absence of a preload (counterregulatory eating).  Research has 
indicated that the overeating tendencies of restrained eaters are not due to dieting behavior and 
that restrained eating is a prospective predictor of weight gain. Therefore, it was felt that normal 
weight restrained eaters represented a possible model for studying obesity-proneness. The main 
hypothesis was that restrained eaters would respond to food stimuli differently than unrestrained 
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eaters and that this difference would be most evident when subjects were shown palatable foods 
in a fed state. Unrestrained eaters showed widespread bilateral activation to high palatability food 
stimuli in a fasted state, in areas associated with hunger and expectation of reward.  In contrast, in 
the same state restrained eaters yielded activation that in cerebellum. However, while viewing 
high palatability foods in a fed state, restrained eaters yielded activation in the left hemisphere, in 
areas associated with the expectation of reward and hedonic experience (Rolls, 2004; Watanabe, 
1996; Wang et al., 2004; Kringelbach, 2004). Activation for unrestrained eaters was decreased in 
a fed state and found in areas shown to be activated at the termination of a meal (Tataranni & 
DelParigi, 2003). These findings parallel those from behavioral research and suggest that 
restrained eaters eat more than unrestrained eaters following a high-calorie preload because they, 
unlike unrestrained eaters, continue to find palatable foods appealing. In the natural environment, 
this tendency could partially underlie their propensity toward weight gain.  
Further studies examining restrained eaters response to high palatability food in a sated 
state are needed. If normal weight restrained eaters are obesity-prone, then another future 
direction is to study how the brain activation patterns found here might change as weight is 
gained.  Additionally, this study was a correlational design and, therefore, cannot imply 
causation. It is unclear if the asymmetry findings in restrained eaters are a cause or consequence 
of restraint (i.e. a “scar” of restrained eating). More neuroimaging research examining restrained 
eating is needed before conclusions can confidently be drawn. Although not an aim of the current 
study, it would also be interesting to examine participants’ reaction time data to responding to the 
question “is this food” to see if restrained and unrestrained eaters differ in the time it takes to 
identify the food stimuli and in particular, comparing neutral versus high palatable foods. 
Additionally, it would be interesting to examine whether habituation/sensitization differs in 
restrained and unrestrained eaters over time to the stimuli. Finally, it may be of use to explore the 
relationship of palatability ratings and brain activation at an individual level, as well as to analyze 
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the data using BMI as a covariate.   However, this study provides further interesting contributions 
to both restraint research and research on brain asymmetry. 
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TABLES 
 
Table 1 Descriptive Data1 
Group   N  Age  BMI  Wt Suppression (lbs) 
Restrained   9  20 (± 1.09)  22.1 (± .59)  2.88 (± 2.94) 
 
Unrestrained  10  20 (± 2.71)  21.5 (± 1.86)  3.90 (± 2.68) 
1Values are the mean (± SD) 
 
 
Table 2 Self-report measures1 
Group   RS    PFS 
Restrained   16.8 (± 3.15)   45.0 (± 12.93) 
  
Unrestrained  7.3 (± 2.67)   40.8 (± 15.16) 
1Values are the mean (± SD) 
 
 
Table 3 Measures of hunger before and after eating a meal1 
     Time 1    Time 2 
Restrained      
 Question 1   6.56 (± 1.33)   3.44 (± 2.29) 
 Question 2   7.00 (± 1.73)    3.89 (± 2.62) 
 Question 3   6.44 (± 1.33)   4.33 (± 2.06) 
 Question 4   2.56 (± 1.42)    5.44 (± 1.88) 
 Central Body Hunger  33.06    23.14 
 Peripheral Body Hunger 8.33    0 
 
Unrestrained 
 Question 1   7.30 (± .68)   3.70 (± 1.49) 
 Question 2   7.50 (± .85)   4.20 (± 1.62) 
 Question 3   7.10 (±1.19)   4.10 (± 1.97) 
 Question 4   1.90 (± .99)   5.40 (± 1.43) 
 Central Body Hunger  29.44    13.65 
 Peripheral Body Hunger 1.63    0.55 
1Values are the mean (± SD) item response for four questions on the verbal measure of 
hunger questionnaire  
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Table 4.1 Local Maxima of BOLD fMRI signal change in the neutral object condition (vs. high 
and moderate palatability stimuli) p-uncorrected < .001; minimum cluster size=8 
Region     Hem      X     Y     Z           Z Score 
Fasted (vs. high stimuli) 
Hippocampus    R  33    -33    -6  4.42 
 
Fasted (vs. moderate stimuli) 
Caudate Body    R  15      3     12  4.49 
Inferior Occipital Gyrus   L  -27    -86   -12  4.36 
Parahippocampal Gyrus   L  -22   –42     -4  3.93 
 
Fed (vs. high stimuli) 
Superior Frontal Gyrus   R  42 -3 66  4.55  
Insula     L  -42 -2 12  3.72 
Caudate Body    L  -6 4 12  3.65 
Caudate Body    R  6 9 10  3.59 
 
Fed (vs. moderate stimuli) 
Uncus     R  12 -4 -35  4.24 
Parahippocampal Gyrus   R  27 -6 -9  4.19 
Middle Temporal Gyrus   L  -52 -38 -12  3.97 
 
 
Table 4.2 Local Maxima of BOLD fMRI signal change in the moderate palatability condition (vs. 
neutral & high) p-uncorrected < .001; minimum cluster size=8
Region     Hem      X     Y     Z           Z Score 
Fasted (vs. neutral) 
Lingual Gyrus    L  -18 -80 -4  4.45 
Lingual Gyrus    R  -6 -87 -4  4.37 
Middle Occipital Gyrus   R  28 -87 2  4.05 
 
Fasted (vs. high) 
Thalamus    L  0 -24 2  3.99 
Lingual Gyrus    R  -9 -24 -21  3.84 
 
 
Table 4.3 Local Maxima of BOLD fMRI signal change in the moderate palatability condition (vs. 
neutral & high) p-uncorrected < .001; minimum cluster size=8
Region     Hem      X     Y     Z           Z Score 
Fed (vs. neutral) 
Insula     L  -42 -7 -20  4.81 
Fusiform Gyrus    L  -36 -10 -25  4.78 
Fusiform Gyrus    R  42 -65 -7  4.25 
Middle Occipital Gyrus   R  39 -82 -10  4.20 
 
Fed (vs. high) 
None 
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Table 4.4 Local Maxima of BOLD fMRI signal change in the high palatability condition (vs. 
neutral & moderate) p-uncorrected < .001; minimum cluster size=8
Region     Hem      X     Y     Z           Z Score 
Fasted (vs. neutral) 
Putamen    R  18 14 0  5.22 
Middle Frontal Gyrus   R  44 40 12  4.99 
Inferior Frontal Gyrus   L  -52 -28 -4  4.78 
Lingual Gyrus    L  0 -88 -6  4.65 
Cerebellum (declive)   R  30 -63 -20  4.09 
 
Fasted (vs. moderate) 
Anterior Cingulate   L  -11 42 -6  4.11 
Inferior Frontal Gyrus   L  -20 20 -12  3.86 
Superior Frontal Gyrus   R  16 52 -4  3.51 
 
 
Table 4.5 Local Maxima of BOLD fMRI signal change in the high palatability condition (vs. 
neutral & moderate) p-uncorrected < .001; minimum cluster size=8
Region     Hem      X     Y     Z           Z Score 
Fed (vs. neutral) 
Anterior Cingulate   R  21 31 17  4.77 
Lingual Gyrus    L  -12 -88 -3  4.12 
Medial Frontal Gyrus   R  12 57 12  4.09 
 
Fed (vs. moderate) 
Posterior Cingulate   R  15 -51 10  3.48 
 
 
Table 5.1 Local Maxima of BOLD fMRI signal change for fasted versus fed (neutral stimuli vs. 
food stimuli) p-uncorrected < .001; minimum cluster size=8  
Region     Hem      X     Y     Z           Z Score 
Neutral vs. moderate 
Medial Frontal Gyrus   R  18 -7 -4  4.45 
Lentiform Nucleus   R  9 52 10  4.08 
Caudate Body    R  6 4 8  3.91 
 
Neutral vs. high 
Inferior Temporal Gyrus  R  45 -10 -30  5.25  
Uncus     R  30 -7 -27  4.97 
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Table 5.2 Local Maxima of BOLD fMRI signal change for fed versus fasted (neutral stimuli vs. 
food stimuli) p-uncorrected < .001; minimum cluster size=8  
Region     Hem      X     Y     Z           Z Score 
Neutral vs. moderate 
None 
 
Neutral vs. high 
Parahippocampal Gyrus   R  18 -16 -24  4.65 
Uncus     R  30 -7 -27  4.48 
 
 
Table 5.3 Local Maxima of BOLD fMRI signal change for fasted versus fed (food stimuli)  
p-uncorrected < .001; minimum cluster size=8  
Region     Hem      X     Y     Z           Z Score 
Moderate vs. high 
Inferior Temporal Gyrus  R  45 -10 -30  4.15 
Insula     R  42 -7 -2  4.09 
Uncus     L  -21 -8 -35  4.05 
 
High vs. moderate 
Parahippocampal Gyrus   R  27 -10 -12  3.97 
Midbrain (subthalamic nucleus)  L  -6  -14 -4  3.68 
Uncus     R  27 -10 -32  3.52 
Medial Frontal Gyrus   L  -6 -12 -44  3.44 
 
 
Table 5.4 Local Maxima of BOLD fMRI signal change for fed versus fasted (food stimuli)  
p-uncorrected < .001; minimum cluster size=8  
Region     Hem      X     Y     Z           Z Score 
Moderate vs. high 
Middle Temporal Gyrus   L  -52 -2 -22  3.85 
Inferior Temporal Gyrus  R  42 -19 -32  3.82 
 
High vs. moderate 
Uncus     L  -21 -8 -35  3.63 
 
 
Table 6.1 Local Maxima of BOLD fMRI signal change for the fasted state, restrained and 
unrestrained eaters(high-moderate) p-uncorrected < .001; minimum cluster size=8  
Region     Hem      X     Y     Z           Z Score 
Restrained vs. unrestrained   
Cerebellar Lingual   L  -3 -41 -13  4.13 
 
Unrestrained vs. restrained 
Superior Temporal Gyrus  R  48 -3 -4  4.28 
Parahippocampal Gyrus   L  -15 -19 -27  4.12 
Putamen    L  -21 -2 -2  4.10 
Middle Frontal Gyrus   L  -42 16 29  3.71 
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Table 6.2 Local Maxima of BOLD fMRI signal change for the fed state, restrained and 
unrestrained eaters(high-moderate) p-uncorrected < .001; minimum cluster size=8  
Region     Hem      X     Y     Z           Z Score 
Restrained vs. unrestrained 
Cerebellum (pyramis)   R  18 -80 -29  4.59 
Middle Frontal Gyrus    L  -48 59 17  4.52 
Superior Frontal Gyrus   L  -33 51 30  4.32 
Insula     L  -30 22 18  4.28 
Middle Frontal Gyrus   L  -36 25 -26  4.19 
Precentral Gyrus   L  -42 4 33  4.07 
 
Unrestrained vs. restrained 
Cingulate Gyrus   L  -9 -37 31  4.21 
Inferior Frontal Gyrus   R  39 7 31  3.96 
 
Precuneus    R  12 -45 31  3.70 
Parahippocampal Gyrus   L  -18 -51 -3  3.53 
 
 
Table 7 Local Maxima of BOLD fMRI signal change for the fed state, restrained and 
unrestrained eaters (moderate-neutral) p-uncorrected < .001; minimum cluster size=8  
Region     Hem      X     Y     Z           Z Score 
Restrained vs. unrestrained  
Anterior Cingulate   L  -6 30 9  4.63 
Anterior Cingulate   R  6 41 13  4.22 
 
Unrestrained vs. restrained  
Uncus     L  -24 1 -40  5.21 
Cingulate Gyrus   L  -3 -37 33  4.97 
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Figure 1 Restrained and unrestrained eaters in a fasted state (high vs. moderate palatability) 
 
 
 
2nd level analyses (Group) 
Fasted state 
High vs. moderate  
 
RED= restrained 
BLUE= unrestrained 
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Figure 2 Restrained and unrestrained eaters in a fed state (high vs. moderate palatability) 
 
 
 
2nd level analyses (Group) 
Fed state 
High vs. moderate  
 
RED= restrained 
BLUE= unrestrained 
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APPENDIX A: TABLES AND FIGURES FROM PRELIMINARY STUDY 
 
Table 1.1 Local Maxima of BOLD fMRI signal change for the fasted state, restrained and 
unrestrained eaters(high-moderate) p-uncorrected < .001; minimum cluster size=8  
Region     Hem   X  Y   Z  Z Score 
Unrestrained vs. restrained 
Postcentral gyrus   L  -22 -36 64  4.59 
Postcentral gyrus   L  -30 -38 68  3.70 
Thalamus    R  18 -20 -2  4.57 
Lentiform nucleus   R  18 -12 -6  3.81 
Medial frontal gyrus   R  2 -12 62  4.33 
Medial frontal gyrus   R  2 -4 60  4.12 
Lingual gyrus    R  8 -72 -14  4.05 
Fusiform gyrus    R  46 -56 -20  3.96 
Fusiform gyrus    R  36 -58 -16  3.93 
Fusiform gyrus     R  30 -66 -12  3.43 
Fusiform gyrus    L  -44 -60 -26  3.74 
Inferior parietal lobule   R  36 -44 50  3.75 
Precentral gyrus   R  40 -18 42  3.72 
Middle frontal gyrus   L  -28 46 18  3.71 
Superior parietal lobule   L  -30 -56 46  3.70 
Precentral gyrus   R  18 -24 66  3.63 
Middle frontal gyrus   L  -38 40 24  3.56 
Middle occipital gyrus   L  -30 -78 12  3.49 
 
 
Table 1.2 Local Maxima of BOLD fMRI signal change for the fed state, restrained and 
unrestrained eaters(high-moderate) p-uncorrected < .001; minimum cluster size=8  
Region     Hem   X  Y   Z  Z Score 
Restrained vs. unrestrained 
Medial frontal gyrus   L  -4 16 54  4.66 
Middle temporal gyrus   L  -40 -64 2  4.04 
Middle temporal gyrus   L  -44 -72 6  3.79 
Middle temporal gyrus   L  -50 -58 0  3.66 
Inferior frontal gyrus   L  -48 34 -6  3.74 
Middle frontal gyrus   L  -46 34 2  3.42 
Inferior frontal gyrus   L  -46 22 -10  3.71 
Unrestrained vs. restrained 
Cingulate gyrus    R  4 2 38  3.77 
Lateral geniculum body   R  24 -26 -6  3.76 
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Table 2.1 Local Maxima of BOLD fMRI signal change for the fed state, restrained and 
unrestrained eaters (moderate-neutral) p-uncorrected < .001; minimum cluster size=8  
Region     Hem   X  Y   Z  Z Score 
Restrained vs. unrestrained  
Precentral gyrus   R  18 -32 70  3.81 
Caudate body    R  2 10 14  3.55 
 
Unrestrained vs. restrained  
Inferior frontal gyrus   L  -50 38 10  4.09 
Middle temporal gyrus   R  38 -62 12  3.89 
Inferior frontal gyrus   L  -56 28 -4  3.55 
 
 
Table 3.1 Local Maxima of BOLD fMRI signal change for the fed state, restrained and 
unrestrained eaters (neutral-high) p-uncorrected < .001; minimum cluster size=8  
Region     Hem   X  Y   Z  Z Score 
Restrained vs. unrestrained (neutral-high) 
Sub-gyral    R  22 34 6  4.59 
Insula     R  28 26 0  3.65 
Cingulate gyrus    L  -24 -42 22  4.21 
Posterior cingulate   L  -6 -30 24  3.93 
Paracentral lobule   L  -20 -40 50  3.71 
 
Unrestrained vs. restrained (neutral-high) 
Superior frontal gyrus   R  20 36 44  4.73 
Parahippocampal gyrus   R  14 -36 0  4.33 
Thalamus    R  14 -28 -2  4.18 
Middle frontal gyrus   L  -40 10 46  4.32 
Inferior frontal gyrus   R  54 38 4  4.07 
Inferior frontal gyrus   R  50 38 12  3.38 
Inferior temporal gyrus   L  -60 -6 -16  3.97 
Superior temporal gyrus   R  42 18 -22  3.70 
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Figure 1 Restrained and unrestrained eaters in a fasted state (high vs. moderate palatability) 
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Figure 2 Restrained and unrestrained eaters in a fed state (high vs. moderate palatability) 
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APPENDIX B: DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
 
 
 
1. Name ___________________________________________________ 
 
2. Age_______________ 
 
3. Date of Birth________________________ 
 
4.  Ethnicity (circle all that apply): 
American Indian  Asian  African American  Hispanic  Caucasian  
Other:__________ 
 
5. Highest level of education completed (circle one):  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12  13 14 15 16 
   High School  College 
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APPENDIX C: HEALTH-RELATED QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
 
 
1. Height _______ft ___________inches 
 
2. Weight ____________________lbs 
 
3. Do you currently smoke cigarettes? (circle one) Yes  No 
If yes, 
a. How many do you smoke a day? ______ 
b. How many years have you smoked? _________ 
 
4. Do you take any prescription or nonprescription medications? (circle one)  
 
Yes No 
 
 If so, list the name, dosage taken, and reason for taking: 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX D: DIETING AND WEIGHT HISTORY QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
 
1. Have you ever been diagnosed with an eating disorder? (circle one)  Yes No 
2. What is the most you have ever weighed since reaching your current height? 
____________ lbs 
3. In your lifetime, how many times have you lost 10 lbs or more? ______________ 
4. Are you currently dieting to lose weight? (circle one) Yes  No 
5. During the past 3 months, did you often eat an unusually large amount of food within a 
two-hour period (an amount that most people would agree is unusually large)? (Circle 
one) Yes  No 
6.  During the times when you ate an unusually large amount of food, did you often feel you 
could not stop eating or control what or how much you were eating? (Circle one) Yes 
 No 
7. During the past 3 months, how often, on average, did you have times when you ate 
unusually large amounts of food and felt that your eating was out of control? (Circle one) 
a. Never  b. Less than one day a week   
c. One day a week d. Two or three days a week    
e. Four or five days a week  
f. Nearly every day 
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APPENDIX E: REVISED RESTRAINT SCALE 
 
 
 
Each question below is followed by a number of answer options. After reading each question 
carefully, choose the one option which most applies to you. Read each one carefully and circle 
the number that best describes you in general. 
 
1. In general, how often are you dieting? 
1) Never  2) Rarely 3) Sometimes  4) Often 5) Always 
 
2. Would a weight fluctuation of 5 pounds affect the way you live your life? 
1) Not at all 2) Slightly 3) Moderately  4) Very Much 
 
3. Do you eat sensibly in front of others and splurge alone? 
1) Never  2) Rarely 3) Sometimes  4) Often 5) Always 
 
4. Do you give too much time and thought to food? 
1) Never  2) Rarely 3) Sometimes  4) Often 5) Always 
 
5. Do you have feelings of guilt after overeating? 
1) Never  2) Rarely 3) Sometimes  4) Often 5) Always 
 
6. How conscious are you of what you are eating? 
1) Not at all 2) Slightly 3) Moderately  4) Very Much 
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7. What is the maximum amount of weight (in pounds) you have ever lost in one month? 
1) 0-4 2) 5-9  3) 10-14 4) 15-19 5) 20+ 
 
8. What is your maximum weight gain within a week? 
1) 1 2) 1.1-2  3) 2.1-3  4) 3.1-5  5) 5.1+ 
 
9. In a typical week, how much does your weight fluctuate? 
1) 1 2) 1.1-2  3) 2.1-3  4) 3.1-5  5) 5.1+ 
 
10. How many pounds over your ideal weight were you at your maximum weight? 
1) 0-1 2) 2-5  3) 6-10  4) 11-20 5) 21+ 
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APPENDIX F: FOOD PREFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
 
On the following scale, please indicate how much you like this food: 
 
 
1. Pizza 
 
1_____________2_________3___________4_________5__________6_____________7 
 
Not at all         Moderately             Very Much 
 
 
 
2. French Fries 
 
1_____________2_________3___________4_________5__________6_____________7 
 
Not at all         Moderately             Very Much 
 
 
 
3. Carrots 
 
1_____________2_________3___________4_________5__________6_____________7 
 
Not at all         Moderately             Very Much 
 
 
 
4. Apple 
 
1_____________2_________3___________4_________5__________6_____________7 
 
Not at all         Moderately             Very Much 
 
 
 
5. Chocolate cake 
 
1_____________2_________3___________4_________5__________6_____________7 
 
Not at all         Moderately             Very Much 
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6. Baked potato 
 
1_____________2_________3___________4_________5__________6_____________7 
 
Not at all         Moderately             Very Much 
 
 
 
7. Ice cream 
 
1_____________2_________3___________4_________5__________6_____________7 
 
Not at all         Moderately             Very Much 
 
 
 
8. Bread 
 
1_____________2_________3___________4_________5__________6_____________7 
 
Not at all         Moderately             Very Much 
 
 
 
9. Cauliflower 
 
1_____________2_________3___________4_________5__________6_____________7 
 
Not at all         Moderately             Very Much 
 
 
10. Spaghetti 
 
1_____________2_________3___________4_________5__________6_____________7 
 
Not at all         Moderately             Very Much 
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